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HOW TO READ THIS BOOK
Like a stroll through someone’s house, feel free to browse through this book and read any section here or there
that catches your eye. There is no need to read the book from one end to the other because I have organized the
stories by topics rather than by chronology. By reading bits and pieces of my stories, I hope to provide a glimpse of
our daily life and our practical and creative responses to the everyday life challenges we faced.

To all my friends with whom I shared
the adventures of these years in
Dacca and especially to my husband,
Daniel C. Dunham, who made this
time so meaningful and memorable
with his humor and common sense.

These memoirs are organized into five volumes. Volume 1 describes how we settled into our life in Dacca and
how we set up our house and servants. Volume 2 includes a chapter on each member of the family and what our
primary occupations were. Volume 3 talks about our Social and cultural life outside our primary activities and the
many projects we did. Volume 4 describes our travels including our outings, our vacations and our home leaves.
Volume 5, addresses the large-scale hazards we faced during the 1960’s including cyclones, diseases and wars.

BENGALI WORDS
Much of my use of Bengali words throughout these texts may seem incorrect to a native Bengali speaker. However,
this is intentional. I am attempting to represent the playful way Dan and I transformed the language into our own
family patois. For example, to express pluralization of a noun we would simply add an ‘s’ or ‘es’ to the end of it
as is done in English eventhough this is incorrect in Bengali. Hence, when we wanted to say the plural of cat we
said ‘birals’ instead of ‘biral gulo,’ and for ‘things’ we said ‘jinishes’ instead of ‘jinish gulo’. Throughout the texts
I have noted with an asterix whenever I use our family patois instead of the correct Bengali form. Furthermore,
my transliteration of the Bengali vowel sounds may also seem atypical because I seek to approximate how the
vowels sound in English. I omit indicating the nasalization of vowels when this occurs, and the retroflexive quality
of certain dental consonants. The “h” following a consonant indicates a concurrent breath sound, as in “bhari”
(b-hah-ree).

PLACE NAMES & SPELLINGS

SPECIAL THANKS
There are a number of people I want to especially thank for helping me to transform my eight
Dacca scrapbooks of letters, photos and souvenirs into this set of printed volumes which are
now much easier to share with family, friends and the public. Daisy Aziz, our long time family
friend and descendant of our Dacca landlord, devoted many hours helping on a variety of tasks
including scanning the original scrapbooks and being on call to transliterate Bengali words. Our
friend, Ellen Lohe, spent a good portion of her summer with us patiently proof reading the first
drafts and gave valuable editing comments and advice. To Fatima Terin and Adnan Morshed, I
am gratefull for their appreciation of my family’s Bengali patois as they helped with the Bangla
translations for this latest 2019 edition. I’m also indebted to my daughter, Katherine Dunham, for
her work with the organization and layout of the contents and her perseverance in getting this
project done over the years that we have worked on this together.

Names of some cities in India or their spelling changed after Indian Independence in 1947; e.g. Bombay to Mumbai,
Madras to Chenai, Calcutta to Kolkota and Dacca to Dhaka. In the latter two examples the changes represent a
more correct transliteration. Although the British “raj” included outstanding linguists, government practice was
more casual. I generally have chosen to use the names and spellings that were used during the time (1960s) that
we were living in Dacca.

PEOPLE & ABBREVIATIONS
Throughout these pages you will see many names referring to friends, colleagues, and acquaintances some of
which will come up again and again. To learn more about these people, who played a significant role in our Dacca
life, you can refer to the Cast of Characters in the Appendix.
To facilitate the writing I have often used initials in place of our family names:
• DCD is Dan Dunham (my husband)
• MFD is Mary Frances Dunham (myself)
• KDD is Katherine Dunham (our daughter)
• CGR is Charles Raphael (my father)

TEXTS, PHOTOS & IMAGE CREDITS
Most of the photos from the 1960s shown in these volumes are taken by my husband, Dan. The sketches sprinkled
throughout the volumes were either done by Dan or me. The black ink sketches of Dacca scenes were all done
by Dan for the guide book I co-wrote called Living in Dacca. The images of letters, news clippings and other
memorabilia were scanned from my archives of documents collected between 1960 and 1968. I have also included
in these volumes a number of texts from friends such as Pat Hill, Bob Mayers and Peggy Azbill.
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13.1 FOUR SEASONS
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CHAPTER 13: WEATHER

DACCA’S SEASONS
The seasonal changes in climate especially the changes
in humidity influenced our daily lives from what we
ate to our social activities and to our travels. Of the
four main seasons, winter was the most pleasant and
Monsoon, the rainy season, the most difficult.

Winter
Pre-monsoon
Monsoon
Post Monsoon

By early March, the weather was still dry, but beginning
to get uncomfortably warm during the day (into the
80s and 90s), while remaining cool and pleasant in the
evenings. Every year Dan took advantage of those last
cool days of March to host my birthday celebrations
outdoors. (See Chapter 8).

(mid-November to mid-February: cool and dry)

By April, leafy vegetables and tomatoes were getting
scarce, but lychee trees were in full blossom with their
succulent fruit. We had a fertile lychee tree in the lane
near our garden. What the birds and local boys didn’t
get to first, we consumed. We loved lychees so much
that we had Cook buy them daily from the local market.
Dan admired how well lychees were designed by nature
to take the same amount of time to peal as to eat. He
used to say that when he rode the train, the station
stops seemed to be timed so that he could consume
a bunch of lychees in time to buy more at the next
station.

LIKE CÔTE D’AZUR IN SPRING

SOCIAL SEASON
Winter was the best season for dining outdoors, parties,
traveling, food and guests. The climate was cool and
dry enough to eat all our meals outdoors in our back
patio. The night skies were clear and still warm enough
to host large parties and events outside – such as our
annual Christmas party and Dan’s February birthday
(See Chapter 8). Winter was also high season for
Bengali weddings because everything was easier when
the weather was favorable.

BEST TIME FOR TRAVEL & FOOD
Traveling was also much easier during winter months
when we could enjoy picnics and country boat rides
without the discomforts of heat and/or rain. Food
was more varied during the winter dry season when
vegetables that we had missed began to reappear on
the market: such as lettuce, string beans, spinach and
peas. By Christmas we always had plenty of sweet juicy
tangerines. The dry winter season, was also the best
time to host guests from abroad. For Emmy, my father,
and Dan’s mother we made sure to schedule their stays
with us during the pleasant winter season.

(mid-February to mid-April: temperatures are rising)

[Shamsuzzaman, Folklore of Bangladesh, p.308]

WINTER: THE MOST
COMFORTABLE SEASON

We used to compare the feeling of a winter day in
Dacca to being on the Côte d’Azur in spring. By noon
the temperature would warm from the 60s to the high
70s, and the air would be clear. During the day it would
be warm enough to take a shower with our solar-heated
water. By evening the temperatures dropped enough
for Dan to set up his coal-burning tripod contraption
(see chapter 09) to warm the living room where we
could sit cozily around it with our guests to enjoy the
heat. Outside fireflies played in our garden, but so
did mosquitoes, which put a damper on enjoying the
garden in the evenings.

PRE-MONSOON: HEATING UP

“When the sky is full of clouds,
And there are flashes of lightening
And the rain pours down from all corners
‘My love is away: let him come back”

The dry winter seasons brought water
shortages and the river levels dropped.

MOSQUITOES & DUST
Winter, however, also came with its discomforts namely
mosquitoes and dust. In the early evenings, mosquitoes
would gather to feast on us: face, neck, legs and feet
were always vulnerable. Nevertheless, we continued
to enjoy dining and entertaining guests outdoors in
the evenings without much complaint. Even “our
gang” tolerated the mosquitoes when they slept on
the veranda at night. I could understand why British
women of colonial times in India used to wear canvas
boots under their formal gowns to protect their ankles
from the onslaught of mosquitoes, but I was grateful to
have our electric fans instead to blow the mosquitoes
off.
Perhaps more problematic than the mosquitoes was
the dust that the dry winter months brought. Dust
became a constant nuisance: getting into food, covering
every thing from work papers to clothing and books.
Regardless of how many times a day surfaces were
cleaned, the dust would make its return.

By May, Dan would begin to suffer with the heat.
Although Dan had spent some of his childhood in
Florida and had worked in Morocco, he felt the Dacca
heat was much worse. Dan and I never liked air
conditioners. We preferred to use our fans and other
methods to stay cool. For example, on especially hot
nights, Dan would wrap himself in a damp lungi and
sleep under the fan. This worked very well to keep
him cool until the lungi was dry at which point he was
usually asleep. Dan often justified our choice to forego
air conditioning by saying it allowed him to sympathize
with his students and office staff who turned up late or
not at all after a hot, sleepless night.
When Dan had accepted the Berger job to come to
Dacca, he had envisioned that I would escape the hot
season in Dacca by escaping to a “hill station” like
the British memsahibs of yore, where he would come
visit me. However, I didn’t need to read Kipling’s
descriptions of how boring life was in the hill stations
to know that confinement in a hill resort would not be
my cup of tea, regardless of how cool and scenically
beautiful it might be. I was grateful to be allowed to
remain with Dan in hot Dacca instead.

British hill station in India

“I could never stand the Plains,
Think of blazing June and May,
Think of those September rains
Yearly till the Judgment Day!
I should never rest in peace,
I should sweat and lie awake.
To the Hills for old sake’s sake.”
[Kipling’s Verse, p.32. From “A
Ballade of Burial”]

“...so we rush from fur cloaks
and shawls and stoves, to
muslin gowns and fans”
[Eden Sisters’ Letters]
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MONSOON: GETTING WET

(mid-April to mid-September: daily torrential rains &
periodic cyclones)

My description of monsoon fruits
[MFD diary 04/29/1961]

The word monsoon comes originally from the Arabic
word for weather mausim. Over time the word came
to be associated with the specific season brought on
by the South Indian winds and the torrential rains that
accompany them. By May everyone was longing for the
start of monsoon to give some relief to the rising heat
and humidity of pre-monsoon.
“Our gang” would scan the sky in the mornings hoping
to see a cloud. Eventually by afternoon magnificent
clouds like Baroque sculpture would start to form. We
would go out into our garden to watch with amazement
the landscape of clouds evolving and parading across
the sky. Sometimes the first outburst wouldn’t come
for days and when it did, it might be hail as big as PingPong balls. Supposedly people had been killed by the
falling ice, nevertheless “our gang” liked to run out into
the garden to catch the ice “stones” for fun.

“When the storm clouds rumble in the sky
and June showers come down,
The moist east wind comes marching over
the heath to blow its bagpipes among the
bamboos. Then crowds of flowers come out
of a sudden, from nobody knows where, and
dance upon the grass in wild glee.”

1961-0429 mfd journal p3 seasonal foods.pdf

My descriptions of the monsoon heat, floods & fruit
[MFD letter to Emmy 07/05/1961]]

The front garden of Hafiz Villa flooded after a storm

“The coming of the rains was always
dramatic: Hot wind blew through our
bungalow day and night from this huge
plain and then the clouds began to bank
up and there was an unbearable feeling
and pressure. Then the rains came down
with terrific force such as you hardly ever
see in Europe….. within two or three days
this would go on, and within those two or
three days the whole area around the house
turned green…”
[Allen, Plain Tales of the Raj. p.139. Quote
from a letter]

1961-0705 mfd to emmy p4 HEAT.pd

f

[MFD letter to CGR 03/16/1963]

[Tagore, The Crescent Moon. p.45]
“The waters are receding now ... and
Ramna Park playground which is my
personal gauge is almost free of water“
[DCD letter MFD 09/20/1962]

[DCD letter to MFD
09/01/1962]

.pdf

cd to mfd p1

1962-0901 d

1963-0316 mfd to cgr p17
1962-0901 dcd to mfd sketch of flooding.pdf

about ACs.pdf
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MONSOON: GETTING WET cont.
Villagers use coracles to
get around when the river
waters are high

MONSOON IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
During the monsoon the countryside turned emerald
green as the rice paddies grew lush with only the tips
of the grasses visible above the surface of the waters.
Villagers used small row boats and coracles for visiting
between compounds. This was the season for the
famous long boat races near Hasnabad (see Chapter 7).
Meanwhile, flooding in the countryside caused
problems. Rivers swelled and flooded their banks.
Small streams lost their course and village compounds
built on raised ground were stranded by water. Snakes,
moved to the high ground of household compounds
endangering the lives of families. Death rates always
rose during monsoon due to the increase in fatal
snake bites. We learned from “our gang” that trees
were to be avoided because they might attract snakes.
Nevertheless, in spite of their fear of trees, Dan and
I insisted on keeping a few. One year we were lucky
to have a mongoose living in our garden on whom we
could rely to keep the snakes away.

Dan’s letter to me
about flooding in the
villages and potential
famine and Wohab
and Cook taking food
back to their village.
[DCD letter to MFD
09/01/1962]

Once the monsoon rains started in earnest they could
last whole days and nights or become intermittent.
Steady rains occasionally lasted long enough to turn
our garden and back patio into shallow ponds. So that
we could get to our front gate, “our gang” would make
a path of bricks for us to walk on. The sunny hours
between downpours were times for drying wet laundry
and running errands, but the heat would rise so high
that we soon craved the next downpour.
By August, mangoes began to appear in the markets,
a long awaited delight. Even when they were unripe,
still green and hard, they were tasty with a vinaigrette
sauce. The Bengali women chose these for making
pickled chutneys. The sweetest ripe mangoes came
from Mymensingh and Rajshai districts. Leafy
vegetables and tomatoes were scarce, but watermelons
and jackfruits (a fruit we never liked) were plentiful.
During September into October our patience with the
perpetual dampness would be running short and we
looked forward to the dry season of winter. Everything
seemed eternally damp: sandals and shoes were
covered in mildew, sheets were moist and clothes were
wet. All the space of our verandas was occupied by
drying laundry, bed sheets and lungis. After months of
rain, the entire city would look worn down with dark
mildew covering both the exteriors and interiors of all
the buildings.

[DCD letter to MFD

]

“ ... The rain also fills the
night. There is a delicious
cool in the evenings that
seems to instill the heatbaked body with new life.”
[Novak, p.25]

1962-0901 dcd to mfd p2 FLOODING.pdf
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MONSOON: GETTING WET cont.
PAT’S DESCRIPTION
OF MONSOON
[P. Hill, Moon Bazar,
pp.12.-119)

CHAPTER 13: WEATHER
“... Bengali people cherish rain for its blessing upon
the crops, but do not like their persons exposed to it.”
[P. Hill, Moon Bazar, p37]
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MONSOON: GETTING WET cont.
PAT’S DESCRIPTION
OF MONSOON
[P. Hill, Moon Bazar,
pp.12.-119)

CHAPTER 13: WEATHER
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POST MONSOON: DRYING OUT
(mid-September to mid-November: drying out)

With the coming of the dry season, city dwellers would
start the job of “freshening” up their buildings and
throughout the city one would see mistris busily white
washing surfaces to a bright white if only for a few
months before the mildew of the next monsoon season
takes over.
Dan had insisted on keeping our Hafiz Villa exterior
walls the original grey as we found them but we did
have mistris white wash all our interior walls. It seemed
Sysaphisean task to re-whitewash walls every year, but
necessary nevertheless, if we didn’t want to live among
grungy mildewed-stained rooms.

“When you walk out of the
customs shed into the sun of
India it hits you like a blow,
and it continues to do that all
through the years you’re in
India. Every time you walk
out of doors during the middle
of the day you feel as if you’ve
been hit by something....”
[Quote from Famy J. Baker,
Six Merry Mummers.
Allen, Plain Tales from the
Raj, p.51]

The heat was so great at times that
heat stroke was possible. Dan used to
make a point of eating salt to keep his
body hydrated

]

/01/1960
[MFD letter to Small, 09

1960-0901 mfd to Small

p3 - weather.jpg

[MFD letter to Peggy 11/09/1966]

Post Monsoon
Annual house
rehabilitation

1966-1109 mfd to Peggy_Page_3.jpg

13.2 CYCLONES
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THREE BIG CYCLONES

MY FIRST DACCA CYCLONE

MAY 1963, MAY 1965, AND NOVEMBER 1970

APRIL 1961

My description of my first experience with
a Dacca cyclone
[MFD diary, 04/28/ 961]

Pre-monsoon and post-monsoon seasons were prone
to violent hurricanes called cyclones or “typhoons”
(Chinese for “big winds”). They swept in from the Bay
of Bengal, devastating the coastal regions with ocean
surges and powerful winds, which could reach as far
inland as Dacca. Within a month of our move into
“Hafiz Villa,” Dacca suffered one of these cyclones.
What I remember most from the cyclones was the
amount of rain that perpetually came into the house
despite all our efforts to keep it out. As the first
raindrops fell, we would shut all the many shutters
around the house, plunging the rooms into semi
darkness. As the wind and rain gathered strength, the
rain would penetrate the air openings in the top of the
walls and soon the walls and floors would be soaked.
Our staff would run about frantically mopping knowing
it was futile to keep anything dry for long. The sound of
the wind outside the house reminded me of September
hurricanes on Long Island when I would listen to the
wind whipping through the trees snapping off branches.

“... The count o lives
lost is up to 1,000 and
there would have been
many more except that
the last cyclone took so
many ...”

“... Winds were up to
80mph in Dacca ...”

Cyclone damage to Hafiz Villa

David Owen’s description of floods, cyclones etc.
[Owen 1963 article about conditions in East Pakista at that time]

“... one panel and
brick column of his
wall had gone over. ...
so Dan went out and
loosened some more ...
unfortunately ... we lost
half the columns in the
end...”

1961-0428 mfd journal cyclone p2.pdf
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MY FIRST DACCA CYCLONE cont.
My description of my first
experience with a Dacca cyclone
[MFD diary, 04/28/ 961]

“Pakistanis were
everywhere scavenging
for wood and bamboo...”

“I could hear the wail
of a man praying next
door....”

“Dan said that he and
the cook had to run from
wall to wall to avoid the
flying debris.”

“Big yellow frogs with
blue wind bags that they
would blow in & out like
bubble gum sat on the
edges..”

“Many of the large trees
which make this park
district so beautiful
fell and several roads
were a tangle of trees &
wires.”

“... a completely naked
Pakistan running down the
road after his lungie ...”

“It has taken until now, ..
to rebuilt our wall. And
today there is news of
60MPH cyclone working
itself up at sea.”

1961-0428 mfd journal cyclone p5.pdf
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We had experienced enough cyclones to
know that the momentary calm in the
midst of a cyclone was only temporary as
the eye of the storm passed over us.

CHAPTER 13: WEATHER
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MAY 1963 CYCLONE
In our second fall, Dacca was struck by a particularly
ferocious cyclone. After the first night of the storm,
Dan wanted to see how the world around us was faring.
Although our staff tried to dissuade him, he left to
explore our neighborhood. He had hardly gone a few
yards from our gate when he found himself chest deep
in a drainage hole that had become hidden below the
flooded surface of the road. A number of men had to
help him get out. When he arrived home he looked like
he had been rescued from a shipwreck. He had tales of
the devastation he had seen around him: trees blown
down and one-room shacks collapsed or bereft of their
roofs. I remember a large tree that was knocked down
across the road near us. People had to climb over it
to get past. Within a day the tree was stripped of all
its branches and cut down and removed by locals who
needed the wood. The newspapers displayed dramatic
headlines and photos of the cyclone’s rampage. At the
time we thought that we had survived an unusually
large storm, but we soon learned that these big storms
were endemic.

Letter describing
cyclone damage

“ … fluctusque ad sidera tollit …”
(...waves as high as the stars.)
[Virgil, Aeneid p.4]

letter about cyclone damage.jpg
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MAY 1965 CYCLONE
We experienced a particularly strong cyclone the first
week that Mother D (Dan’s 80 year old mother) came
to visit us when Katherine was a baby. Having survived
a number of hurricanes in Florida, Mother D was
relatively accustomed to big storms, but this particular
one was by far the worst she had ever experienced. I
will always remember the scene of Dan desperately
trying to keep Mother D’s tall figure protected under a
flimsy sheet of blowing plastic as he walked her from
her house to ours. Meanwhile the tree branches and
signboards around them were thrashing in the winds
threatening to fall on them. She past the worst hours
of that cyclone in our house, occupying herself with the
supervision of “our gang” as they mopped floors and
rung out clothes.

Dan’s sketch for a village house cyclone
shelter, 1965 (See Chapter 04).

CHAPTER 13: WEATHER
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MAY 1965 CYCLONE cont.
My detailed description of the 1965 spring cyclone to my father
[MFD letter to CGR, 05/15/1965]

“... we lose all
our servants as
they return to the
village to rebuild
their houses...”

“Most everything was
fairly back to normal
in Dacca after a week
but as usual sufferers
on the coast are only
being helped a fraction
of what they need - no
houses no water, no
food.”

“The city ... is in a
tragic state - most
roads are a tangle
of fallen trees and
electric wires ...”

“The floor was running
with water as the wind
and rain would go
right through windows
and air vents...”

“... but everything seems
to be in rapid restoration
- quite amazing...”

“... The cyclone ... never
seemed to let up, and
quite terrifying for those
in solid houses let alone
the thousands. whose
houses were collapsing and
blowing away so that all
they could do was huddle
in the wind and lashing rain
and hope..”

“... PIA Cairo air crash
news. ... everyone
knows well or remotely
someone who died.”

“The storm has
delayed the
printers... the book
should be finished by
the middle of June. ”

“... The Pakistanis, having
survived the night, were in
the gayest mood in spite of
all the destruction..”

“All smiling and singing.
Scavenging, rebuilding
in the rain, visiting,
exchanging news. It was
like a holiday”
1965-0515 mfd to cgr CYCLONE p2.pdf

1965-0528 mfd to cgr CYCLONE p2.pdf
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THE DAILY DISCOMFORTS

INSECTS

Dan and I were amused by the fact that Dacca was
designated a “hardship post” by most of the foreign
missions and companies. East Pakistan was definitely
a country that suffered severe hardships from famines,
floods, cyclones, and diseases, but these were not
hardships that most foreigners would ever have to face.
For us, Dacca was a paradise where we could have the
freedom to pursue our many different interests and
learn about the culture and history of the land.

MOSQUITOES

However, we recognized that there were daily
discomforts that came with living in Dacca such as:
• Cook butchering chickens in our yard,
• Men seeking employment at our doorstep,
• Ceaseless bargaining for anything and
everything
• Frequent shortage of one food type or
another (we especially missed the greens:
peas, string beans, lettuce etc.)
• Periods of food rationing (sugar, flour, oil &
rice)
• Tolerating routine minor thievery
• Missing the New Yorker magazine
We adjusted to most of these common ‘discomforts’
with ease, but some which I write about in the following
pages had a more significant impact on our lives
including:
• Insects
• Beggars
• Bandicoots
• Food rationing
• Illnesses
ON MISSING THE NEW YORKER:
After we had lived in Dacca a couple
of years Dan remarked we had been
away so long that we no longer
understood the New Yorker jokes.

1963-0416 mfd to cgr p9 no New Yorker.tif
[MFD letter to CGR, 04//16/1963]

“Living in
un-airconditioned Splendor”
as Dan liked to say

Mosquitoes were a ubiquitous part of Dacca life.
Mosquitoes were most prevalent in the winter
season, especially at dusk, which often deterred
us from sitting in the garden at the end of the day.
Most households that could afford to, made every
effort to keep insects away by using screens on all
their windows and netting for their beds. Dan and
I, however, were satisfied with how well our ceiling
fans worked to protect us and were able to live our
entire time in Dacca without screens or netting.
As long as one sat or slept within its effective radius, the air circulation was enough to keep insects
away. Perhaps the vigilance and throaty staccato
warning calls of the many tik-tiks, (the common
local lizard) that climbed our walls also helped to
keep the mosquitoes away. I can’t remember
ever being bothered by mosquitoes as would be
expected in the tropics.

FLIES

FLYING ROACHES

Flies, especially during the mango season, were
another discomfort, but this was a small price to
pay for our life in “non-air conditioned splendor,”
as Dan called our life style. Cook never complained about the flies and somehow managed his
work in spite of them - perhaps because he had
never worked in air-conditioned splendor himself.
Meanwhile, during mango season we always made
sure to eat the juicy fruit under a fan to keep the
large black flies away.

Roaches of various sizes made their appearance
now and then, sometimes at the most inopportune
moments. Once when we were entertaining an
American couple that lived in Dhanmandi, one
of the largest roaches I had ever seen flew in one
window and out the other, like a lost airplane. The
couple stiffened as the creature flew passed their
faces and we apologized profusely, pretending
that this was a first experience for us as well. We
regretted having forgotten to use our removable
screens that day.
My description of life
with insects
[MFD letter to CGR,
09/01/1960]
The toads and frogs
hop about the living
room in the evenings

Although Dan and I preferred the sight of our
open windows we soon realized that many of our
visitors (especially from Dhanmandi) were made
uncomfortable by our clear lack of screening. So
to put our foreign guests at ease, we had removable screens made, which we put in place just
before they would arrive and promptly remove
after they left. This nonsensical procedure always
amused “our gang”.

Sometimes the wind
brings in a “collection of
dense little green bugs
dropping everywhere.”

“... we had some
removable screens
made almost overnight
so the ladies could feel
secure but for ourselves
we prefer screenless,
curtainless windows.”

ANTS
Ants love sweets of any sort, liquid or solid, hence,
Cook went to elaborate lengths to protect our
food stocks against them. One of the first things
he did when he started to work for us was to place
small ceramic pots of water under the feet of all
our food cabinets. I was amazed to see how well
these small moats worked to keep away the invasion of ant armies when they smelled something
sweet in the cabinets.

“An abundance of insects
added greatly to the general
discomfort, not only those that
bit or stank when squashed, but
others that destroyed – bored
holes through books and ate
through furniture.”
[Allen, Plain Tales from the
Raj, p.195]
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Dan and I were easily
habituated to living with the
various insects but we never
got used to the wild and
sporadic flight paths of the
bats at night on our veranda.

Problems with
bed bugs as
described by Dan

1961-0606 dcd to mfd p1 dcd work bed bugs.jpg

[DCD letter to MFD 06/06/1961]
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“NO FACE”

A chapter heading in a Dacca guide book reads
“Accosting, Assaults, Harassments” reflecting the
significance of beggars as part of the Dacca scene.
The beggars in Dacca were (and are still) part of daily
street life – accosting foreigners on foot or in their cars
at intersections, imploring “bokshish, bokshish” (tip
money). Beggar children would approach in groups
anyone wealthy looking softly chanting “No mama. No
papa” – probably the only English words they knew.
We were accustomed to seeing beggars at our gate
quite regularly as they went door to door receiving the
customary zakat donation as prescribed by Islam.
There were many different types of beggars ranging
from the homeless who lived in bustee shanties and
on the streets to petty officers such as policemen and
low level government clerks. Our first close encounter
with a beggar was when we first moved into Hafiz
Villa. When we woke up our first morning and opened
the shutters we were greeted by the face of an old
woman only inches away form my own, staring at us
without shame and with no sign of moving. In shock
we immediately closed the shutters. But I was soon
ashamed by my reaction and reopened them hoping
to make amends, but the old lady was gone (see
description of first night at Hafiz Villa in chapter 2).

Among the many disabled beggars, one in particular,
was famous among foreigners in Dacca because of
his dramatic style of begging. His face was seriously
disfigured by leprosy. His nose and part of one cheek
presented a gaping hole. He was known as “No Face.”
Dan quipped that the Americans who sought raises
in their salary need only invite their foreign bosses to
downtown Dacca where they would surely be accosted
by No Face. What better way to demonstrate the
realities of Dacca as a “hardship post” than the sight
of “No face” at your car window. Other than No Face,
leprosy was rarely seen in Dacca.
Zainul Abedin sketches of 1946 famine

“… There were many, many sights
that you never forgot. The armless and
legless beggars and the lepers. ….”
[Allen, Plain Tales from the Raj, p29]

ABOUT NO FACE
[From Bob Mayers Memoirs of life in Dacca, 1962]
There was only one large movie theatre in crowded downtown Old Dacca and going
to the movies was a true ordeal. Long lines coiled around the block. For us
foreigners there was an added risk: the movies were sometimes dubbed in Bengali
with no English subtitles, but there was no way of knowing this for sure until
the movie started.
We pulled up to the theatre in our tiny blue Citroen 2CY; one of us got out and
stood on line while the others waited in the car. Inevitably, a hideous spectre
appeared on the windshield. This was “No Face”, a man whose face was terribly
disfigured by leprosy. Where No Face’s nose should have been there were
just two small holes; skin was hanging off his cheeks. No Face knew how
frightening he appeared and would bend over the windshield of foreigners’ cars
and hover there until someone gave him a few rupees to move on. One day, we went
to the movies with our friends Mary Frances and Dan Dunham, who had had years of
experience living on the subcontinent. As the ‘Head From Hell’ appeared at our
windshield Dan got out of the car and had a heart to heart talk with No Face.
Soon, we saw Dan hand No Face a stack of rupees and get back in the car to wait
with the rest of us. Dan explained that he had told No Face that by begging
the way he did he was degrading hrmself in front of foreigners and that he
could, instead, be in “business” for himself and provide a valuable service. An
agreement was reached and Dan had “staked” No Face to the purchase of not four
but 20 tickets, which he could now sell at a nice profit to . foreigners as they
pulled up to the theatre. With part of the profit he could buy more tickets. Dan
announced. “No more lines; no more disgusted screams;No Face is now our official
Dacca Ticket Scalper”. From then on our ticket problem was solved.

POVERtY & MALNUTRITION
[Owen, 1963 Letter from East Pakistan]

Zainul Abedin sketches of 1946 famine
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DACOITS, GOONDAS AND
BANDICOOTS
Every day the local papers headlined stories of dacoit
mafia-style crimes, robberies, and corruption. We
were victims at one point or another of all these types
of criminal activities but never at a scale to do us
serious harm. More often than not, the criminal abuses
perpetrated against us furnished Dan with humorous
stories and fond memories. However, we were aware
of the danger of goonda attacks in the countryside ever
since our first week in Dacca, when we heard the news
of the murder of an American priest, Father Novak, on
his way to a village. We witnessed how the news of his
murder shook the foreign community.

CHAPTER 14: DISCOMFORTS

During the night at regular intervals of about an hour
apart we could hear the beat of the night guard’s staff
on the ground, accompanied at times by a blow on his
whistle. This seemed sufficient security for us so we did
not bother to hire our own chowkidar, as many local
households did.

“What sah’b needs is a chowkidar“
Our initial adventures continued in different ways.
Early one morning, after we had been living in our
house for several weeks, I heard a new sound in the
courtyard. Wearing only my nightgown and a chador,
I went out on the veranda with Dan to see what was
going on. Dan jumped down from the veranda and
caught the burglar red handed. He proceeded to take
him away to the nearby thana police station. But when
Dan returned, I learned that he couldn’t go through
with it. When Dan had held the thief by the wrist and
saw how thin it was he didn’t have the heart to take
him any further. He felt sorry for him and let him go.
Meanwhile the thief told him that “what sah’b needed
was a chowkidar” and he offered his services. Since
we already seemed to have the landlord’s night guard,
albeit an ineffectual one, Dan turned him down.
Another time when we had lived in the house for a
while, we had a similar experience. The cook was
keeping a duck in the courtyard for its utility as food
some day, but it had become a skilled watchdog in the
interim. One early morning, the agitated quacking
woke us up, but not in time to catch the young man
escaping out the patio door. However, in his hurry he
dropped some of his tools that he had used to try to
open our storeroom door. So this time, although we
didn’t catch the thief, we did stop him before he got
anything and we ended up with some new tools in the
bargain.

The foreign community was rattled by
the mysterious murder of a American
Christian missionary in 1964. It was a
wakeup call to us that we were not as
loved as we thought.

PAT HILL’S STORIES OF PETTY BURGLARY
[Hill, Moon Bazar, pp.89-90]

THE BEAT OF THE CHOWKIDAR --NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH

During our last year in Dacca we had yet another
incident with a house thief. Dan had hired a “labor”
to rub linseed oil into the teak furniture that he had
designed. During that time, I found that I was missing
a brassier, but made little note of it. None of servants
would have taken it and it was not worth pursuing. But
then another day I was missing gold earrings that Dan
had designed for me. Dan correctly deducted that the
wood polisher must be the thief and confronted him
at his home. Dan went through every part of his kacha
one-room house, to the consternation of the wife, and
eventually he found both missing items hidden in their
bedding.

Dan and our first burglar:
When Dan was walking the
burglar he caught to the
police, the burglar “managed
to point out that the Dunham
house was unusually easy to
rob, and to suggest that Dan
should hire him as a chowkidar
instead of sending him to jail.
Dan, feeling larger and more
brutal at every step, did not in
fact hire him, but he loosened
his hold enough to allow his
prisoner to escape.”

“One of their thieves got away
with nothing but a few towels.
... I could sympathize with him:
I had once pulled a towel peg
off the door trying to get out
of that bathroom.”

“Another, luckier group came
on Christmas night and took
everything under the tree.”
Emmy, who was our guest at
the time and heard them said
“... they made so much noise
that I thought there were a lot
of drunken Americans.”

<Multiple grouped links>
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DACOITS, GOONDAS AND
BANDICOOTS cont.

THE MISSING CUFF LINKS
[Bob Mayers Memoirs from Dacca in 1967]
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FOOD RATIONING
During our first year there were a number of
food shortages in the local market because of the
government restrictions on imported goods. To get
things like sugar, flour, rice and dalda (cooking oil) we
had to apply for a ration card that cook could use at the
market.

FOOD RATIONING
[The Dacca Diocesan Newsletter, 1967]

MORE ON PETTY THEFT ...
[Bob Mayers Memoirs from Dacca in 1967]

ON CORRUPTION
[Owen, 1963 Letter from East Pakistan, p1]
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OSHUKH (ILLNESSES)

DR. BASSETT
Foreigners generally sought the help of Dr. Basset, a
convivial colonial-era doctor, who enjoyed his drink and
story telling. His home cum office was on New Eskaton
Road, just ten minutes away by bike for us but quite a
hike for the Dhanmandi families.

Dysentery, worms, snake poisoning and flus were hard
to avoid for people living in East Bengal especially in the
countryside where doctors were few. Foreigners, on the
other hand with their access to better medical services
could be protected against most of endemic diseases
(small pox, tetanus, typhoid, malaria, cholera, hepatitis,
dysentery, worms) with inoculations, pills and hygiene.
But nothing, could help prevent catching dengue fever,
which afflicted several of our friends.

John Schiff (one of the American architects to take over
Dan’s place at Berger came down with dysentery his
first week in Dacca and went straightway to Dr. Bassett.
When he told the doctor that he was staying at the
Shahbagh Hotel, Dr. Bassett exclaimed, “You could get
dysentery from a boiled egg at the Shahbagh!” and
gave John a packet of pills oddly marked “poison” in
red letters (who knows why), which John was desperate
enough at that point to try.

Miraculously Dan, Katherine and I managed to stay
healthy. We took the same precautions that the other
foreigners did to boil our drinking water and to wash
our uncooked vegetables and fruits in “pinky water”
(potassium permanganate). I was struck by my first and
only case of dysentery two months after we first arrived
and one worm (5” long in my intestines) before our
departure in 1967. Dan’s only major illness was a case
of hepatitis.

“ … gippy tummies’,
denghe and malaria
continued to make
life uncomfortable”

“Vegetables, salads and fruit had always to
be washed – preferably in the presence of
the memsahib – in bowls of water mixed
with potassium permanganate. Drinking
water was always boiled and some
memsahibs insisted that this too, should be
done in their presence.”

[Allen, Plain Tales of
the Raj],]

DR. BASSET
[Bob Mayers Memoirs from Dacca, 1967]
Within a few days of arrival all foreigners in Dacca contracted
a record-breaking case of diarrhea.   We joked that you could
accurately tell how long a person had been “on station” in Dacca by
the number of toilet paper rolls they had used.   A “ten roller” had
been there between three and five days.   We soon all became patients
of Dr. Bassett, a holdover from the British “raj” who had been living
in Dacca for over thirty years.   Dr B. was in his mid 60’s, bald,
with a little sharp nose and a bright red face; he was obviously
a serious drunkard. John’s case was so bad that when Dr. Bassett
prescribed a medication that came in a small bottle labeled with a
skull and crossbones John eagerly swallowed it.

[Allen, Plain Tales of the Raj, p.104]
Dr. BASSET
[Pat Hill, Moon Bazar, p136]

“As the saying went, two monsoons was the
average life-span of a European in Bengal;
one year out of a total European population
of 1200, over one third died between August
and the end of December…”
[Dalrymple, p.315]
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THE HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL
Uneducated Bengalis all seemed to share a fear of
hospitals. When one of our of “our gang” would get
sick we noted that they preferred the long trip back
to their village than to go to a city hospital. Learning
of the high death rates at the hospitals we came to
understand their irrational perception that hospitals
killed people rather than cured them.
The Holy Family Hospital, on New Eskaton Road, was
really the only hospital foreigners would use. It was
“modern” with the best medical facilities in town, and
graced with a beautiful garden setting where I organized
dance classes (See Chapter 05). The medical staff was
run by a sisterhood of highly qualified nun doctors.
P Hill - Moon Bazaar p136 - Dr Bassett -.pdf
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CHOLERA STRIKES WOHAB’S SON
We were grateful for our close relationship with the
cholera doctors when Dr. Taylor was able to save the
life of Wohab’s young son when he was struck with
cholera. Upon hearing about the critical condition of
Wohab’s son, Dr. Taylor immediately joined Dan to go to
the home in Hosnabad. They had to hurry because the
cure (a kind of saline injection) had to be administered
immediately if it was to halt the dehydration action of
the disease. Dr. Taylor and Dan made the long journey
as fast as they could with rickety bicycles (borrowed
from the lab), the usual ferry crossings and a long
trek across paddy fields. It took them at least a night
and day before they finally arrived at Hosnabad. Dan
described the scene they came to as something out
of a Caravaggio painting: a dark room, a huddle of
people around the ailing boy lying on a cot, bathed in
candlelight. Close relatives were desperately dousing
the boy with water to keep his fever down. Upon
arrival, straight away Dr. Taylor was able to administer
the saline solution intravenously to the boy, which must
have been quite scary for him, but it did save his life.

[MFD letter to CGR,

SMALL POX

CHOLERA

Foreigners were all required to have the small pox
vaccination before entering the country. And seeing
the scars of small pox on some Bengalis was enough
to impress us with the sad reality of this disease. The
small pox scars were disfiguring enough to ruin a young
girl’s prospects of a good marriage.

Rarely did foreigners suffer from cholera, but it was
an endemic killer since ancient times. SEATO (South
East Asia Treaty Organization) chose Dacca for one of
its Cholera lab centers to study the source and spread
of cholera. Some of our best friends, both American
and Bengali, were doctors working in the Dacca SEATO
Cholera Lab. They were stumped as to what caused
the outbreaks. They asked me to teach them enough
Bengali to communicate with their cholera patients who
came to them from the villages. I gladly volunteered to
arrange some early morning Bengali lessons and to help
with communication at the lab.

Because a student died of small pox in
the dorms “... the engineering students
are blaming the University.”

[MFD letter to CGR, 04/16/196

3]

1963-0416 mfd to cgr p10 sm
all pox.tif

I accompanied the doctors a few times to the lab
where I saw patients lying on sheets of canvas with a
hole and bucket beneath them to catch the fluids that
were continually pouring out of them. As part of the
labs research we asked about the patients’ diets and
recorded what foods they had been eating before they
got sick. In addition to documenting their diets, the
lab doctors conducted water tests of the rivers and
dighis (the water supply tanks next to every village
household) in villages where cholera had broken out. I
was impressed by how hard the doctors worked in spite
of how little their research was helping them to find the
cause of the cholera outbreaks.

“... by far the worst threat
was cholera. ‘The very name
spread panic,’ …”
[Newsome, p.84]

09/01/1960]

“... Dan was down to 130lbs
... nothing wrong with him
except exhaustion. He still
smokes more than he eats ...”

1960-0901 mfd to

g
Small - illnesses.jp

“We’ve got the cholera in camp – it’s worse than 40 fights;
We’re dying in the wilderness the same as Isrulites.
It’s before us, an’ be’ind us, an’ we cannot get away,
An’ the doctor’s just reported we’ve ten more to-day.”
[Kipling poem “Cholera Camp”]
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ON DISEASE
[Owen, 1963 Letter from East Pakistan p.1]

MALARIA: “Sir, moshah not so big”
During the time we lived in Dacca, the UN World Health
Organization (WHO) was running a program to eradicate
malaria. The program must have been making progress,
as we never saw a case of malaria ourselves until we
lived in Calcutta over ten years later. Jock Copland, our
good friend who worked for WHO, used to tell amusing
stories about his visits to distant villages where WHO
was educating the population about malaria prevention.
Jock and his team brought large posters intended to
give simple instructions with illustrations. One of their
posters in particular caused some confusion because
it showed a blown up view of a mosquito to explain its
anatomy. “Sir, moshah not so big!” a villager exclaimed,
when he saw the image of the mosquito drawn at 100
times its actual size in the poster.

DAN’S HAPPY HEPATITIS TREATMENT
On returning from one of my trips to New York, I was
met unexpectedly at the airport by the wife of one of
Dan’s teaching colleagues. She had a concerned look on
her face when she took my hand and said that I was not
to worry, but that Dan was in hospital with hepatitis.
I learned that while I had been away, Dan had been
increasingly tired until one day he was so tired on his
walk home from work that he actually lay down on the
side of Eskaton Road and fell asleep. He woke up to
a crowd of men standing around him who eventually
helped him into a rickshaw, which took him to the Holy
Family Hospital. There the nun doctor took one look
and said, “You are yellow.” “That’s only the setting sun
on my face, “ Dan assured her. “No,” she answered.
“Your eyes are yellow. You have hepatitis and must stay
here.”
When I got to the hospital, I found Dan in paradise.
The cure for hepatitis seemed to be sugar, so Dan was
allowed to have all the cookies, candies and Coca Colas
his heart desired. After Dan returned home, we set
up a mattress under the ceiling fan in the living room
where he could be kept cool. He could lie there all day
continuing to indulge in his “medicinal” sweets while
friends stopped by to check in on him. Dan always
remembered the days of his hepatitis convalescence as
some of his happiest days in Dacca.

Dan got hepatitis within the first week
of starting his teaching job at EPUET.
“... not knowing what was the matter
with him he dragged around for ten
days before he turned so yellow that
his friends forced him to go to the
hospital.”
[MFD letter to Stephen, 05/25/1963]

1963-0525 mfd to stephen p4 Hepatitis.pdf

Regarding, hepatitis
“Maye it is in vogue.
Many Americans have
had it here since Dan ...”

ANN’S TYPHOID
Soon after Ann and Dick Werkheiser first arrived in
Dacca, Ann came down with a mystery disease for
which she was hospitalized. Whether it was Denghe
fever or Typhoid, we never found out but we were
relieved that she recovered quickly knowing how fatal
these diseases were among the local population.

[MFD letter to CGR,
04/16/1963]

During his recuperation period from hepatitis, Dan
slept on a mattress in the living room during the day.

esses.tif
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RABIES SCARE
Pets were not common in Dacca, especially dogs
because of the fear of rabies. Children were taught not
to pet or stroke dogs and to stay away from them in
general. During our last days in Dacca, when we were
busily packing for our final departure, we had a rabies
scare witih Biral, our cat, that led to quite a traumatic
finale to our seven years in Dacca. Our “Chinese
packers” (as they were called although they were
Bengali!) came to pack our teak cabinets and other
worldly goods for shipment to New York. Having heard
dire stories of furnishings arriving in the US riddled with
termite holes, we agreed to the customary precaution
of spraying DDT powder on the furniture to protect it.
On the second morning of packing, we noticed our cat
was behaving strangely: mewing a lot and rolling about.
When the cat started foaming at the mouth, I suspected
the DDT powder left on the floor might have poisoned
her, but I decided to contact the USA Consulate for help.
Before we knew it, a Consulate driver and car arrived
at our door with instructions to take us to a hospital to
start the rabies injections as soon as possible. In the
meantime, the cat was to be taken away for her brain to
be tested for rabies. For the next two weeks, Katherine
and I went everyday to the Consulate for our morning
rabies injection into our stomachs.

How to get the news to Dan that he too had to start
rabies shots was quite a challenge because he was
already on his way to Calcutta at that time. He was
at the beginning of a complicated travel itinerary to
document Islamic architecture in north India, Russia
and the Middle East. I was not planning to be in touch
with him until we (Katherine, Ruplal and I) met up
with him in Istanbul several weeks later. Because of
the war between Pakistan and India at the time, there
was no way for me to call or send a message to Dan in
India. Luckily, I was able to reach him with the help of
a local engineer friend who used radio contact with his
Calcutta office to reach Dan at his hotel. Dan always
remembers how he was stopped at the gate of the hotel
just as he was leaving by a bearer frantically waving a
note. On the note were the instructions to immediately
go to a hospital to start the rabies shots, which he did.
Because Dan would be traveling for a while, the doctor
gave Dan his own supply of the rabies vaccine to take
with him in a thermos. For the next two weeks, at each
city along his journey, Dan had to find a doctor who
could administer the vaccine and refill his thermos for
the next leg of the trip. (To this day we still wonder if
our cat did in fact have rabies or it was just the DDT
from the packing that had poisoned the cat.)
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This letter is among a number of my urgent attempts to track down Dan during his
travles to tell him to take rabies shots right away.
[MFD letter, Spring, 1967]
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DACCA STRAY DOGS
[Bob Mayers Memoirs from Dacca in 1967]

Bob Meyers memoirs 1962 - Pye dog Pie 2.pdf

1967 mfd about dcd RABIES.jpg
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LEPROSY COLONY
Dan’s Solar Cooker put to good use
Outside of Chittagong, there was a well established
leper colony where leprosy survivors went to live out
their lives in peace away from the rest of the world. In
this colony, run by Catholic nuns, they received medical
care and were healthy enough to work. One of the jobs
they did was un-weaving garments to get the yarn to
make blankets. On a trip with Catholic Relief Services
to the leprosy colony with his friend Hugh Murphy, Dan
took his solar cooker to see if it could be of any use
to them. It was in fact much appreciated because it
enabled them to boil water at no cost with no need to
get fuel. The boiled water could be used to make rice
but more importantly could help with the constant need
to sterilize bandages. Dan was happy to donate the
stove to them and to see them using it. (See Chapter
09 for more on Dan’s solar cooker projects).

“A leper does not fret over
the ordinary fever.
His bed being the ocean
He is not afraid of the dew.”
[Lyrics from a Baul Song, in
Bhattacharya, p.107]

“Disease and death were a constant
preoccupation: There were many, many
sights that you never forgot. The armless
and legless beggars and the lepers…”
[Allen, Plain Tales from the Raj, p.29]
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“Stick on stick the fighters smote,
With shouts of ‘Ali, Ali !”
[Jasimuddin, The Embroidered Quilt, p.44]

* This Bengali wording is from our personal family patois
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15.1 INTERNAL STRIFE
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INTERNAL STRIFE

STUDENT STRIKES & HARTALS

During the seven years we lived in Dacca, we lived with
the constant threat of hostility erupting from student
demonstrations to communal village riots to all out
international wars. As the tensions between East and
West Pakistan grew, we witnessed the growing fervor
among Bengalis for autonomy which lead up to the
1971 Bangladesh War of Liberation. Although this civil
war broke out three years after we left Dacca, we felt a
part of it as we lobbied in Washington DC for the cause
of liberation.

Dan often liked to quip that his students spent more
time out of the classroom than inside, due to the
frequent hartals (strikes) and riots that would shut
down the university for days or weeks at a time. The
university students seemed to have no shortage of
issues to protest about whether at the level of national
politics or at the local level of university life. Students
were always frustrated with the central government’s
control and suppression of Bengali culture and they
often resorted to violence with bats and bricks to show
their anger. The riots we lived through in the 1960s,
were in many ways a continuation of the pro-Bengali
language demonstrations of the 1950s when Bengalis
fought against the imposition of Urdu as the national
language. The students who died in those first Bengali
language demonstrations were revered as heroes and
martyrs ever afterwards.

“1962-1963 classes were in session
for only 62 days ....”

STUDENT STRIKES
[Owen, 1963 Letter from East Pakistan, p.3]

ANIMOSITY BETWEEN EAST AND WEST PAKISTAN
[Owen, p4.]

Dan and the other architecture teachers would go to
school every day, but often to find their classrooms
empty and the students out on yet another strike. Dan
usually chose to walk rather than risk being driven
through angry mobs on the way to the University. On
these walks, he appreciated the chance to wander
through the protesters to observe and hear first hand
their feelings. He would often come back with reports
of mobs of young men flinging bricks at police who
charged them with bamboo lathi-s. Because of the
rising number of student demonstrations and street
riots the central government outlawed all public
gatherings of more than four people. Years later, when
Dan witnessed the 1968 student riots at Columbia
University, he laughed at how passive they seemed
in comparison to the creative protest methods of the
Bengali students.
It was during the first of these riots in the fall of 1960
that Dan met Kay Donaldson, a young American woman
with a PhD in art history who was on a Fulbright grant
to teach at the Institute of Art. Because the students
were on strike frequently, the institute was shut down
and having nothing else to do she was more than happy
to teach for Dan’s EPUET program.
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STUDENT STRIKES & HARTALS cont.
PAT WRITING ON STUDENT DISSATISFACTION WITH WEST PAKISTAN CONTROL
[P. Hill, In the Mood Bazar, p111]

PAT’S DESCRIPTION OF STUDENT STRIKES
[P. Hill, In the Mood Bazar, pp110-111]

[MFD letter to CGR,

11/15/1964]

The politics of the
upcoming AubJinnah electoin
and ensuing
violence

Pat Hill - In the Moon Bazar p111 strikes disparity.jpg
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PAT’S DESCRIPTION OF THE POTTERY VILLAGE MASSACRE
[P. Hill, In the Mood Bazar, pp.217-218]

COMMUNAL RIOTS
In addition to the violent student riots, we also
witnessed brutal communal riots generated by attacks
of Muslims on Hindus and other non-Muslim minority
groups. I never could understand why the Hindus, who
composed an extreme minority of the population and
who took on the most lowly and undesirable of jobs,
could invoke such hatred and violence from Muslim
groups. When we were visiting Haluaghat, near the
India border, Sister Emanuel told us terrible stories of
how the Garo tribesmen were being persecuted and
killed by Muslim mobs who wanted to seize their land.

[MFD letter to CGR

01/19/1964]

While Emmy was with us during the fall of 1963,
Dacca suffered its worst plague of communal riots –
Muslims invading Hindu homes and massacring entire
Hindu villages. Many foreigners hid Hindus in their
compounds. During this time, Dan made frequent trips
with Ruplal to check on his various family members in
Shegun Bagicha and at Ruplal’s basha (city home). They
were especially concerned for Mona, Ruplal’s pregnant
wife, who was expecting their first child imminently.
When she did finally go into labor, Ruplal took her to
Holly Family Hospital only to be turned away because
the hospital was full up with the injured from the riots.
Emmy, had wanted to getting involved as well in helping
the victimized Hindu families. She argued that it was
her “duty” to try to help as would be expected of any
good British citizen during war times. But it was much
too dangerous for her to go out in the streets. As a
foreigner, especially, she was apt to attract unwanted
attention so Dan persuaded her to stay at home.

“... Just hoodlums out to
raid and kill”

1964-0119 mfd to

cgr p14 - religious

RIOTS.pdf

“Everybody in
Dhanmondi has
Hindus hidden on their
compounds ... “

“... truckloads of
dead, wounded and
mutilated had arrived
at Dacca Medical
Hospital in the night.”

“... live cinders that
floated onto their roofs
... from the burning
huts of the village
behind.”
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COMMUNAL RIOTS cont.
Dan’s letter to me describing communal rioting in Dacca
[09/20/1962]

news 1964 religious riots?.jpg

“... there is no real
satisfaction in watching
floods and riots alone.”

1964 News articles on
religious rioting
news 1964 riots pro

tect minorities.jpg

“In the last years of the Raj
‘the awful portent of Pakistan
began to arise, and from 1939
this danger appeared before us
and we could see no way of
averting it.”
[Allen, Plain Tales from the
Raj, p.233]

TING p2.pdf
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COMMUNAL RIOTS cont.

PAT’S DESCRIPTION OF THE PERSECUTION OF THE GARO CHRISTIANS
[P. Hill, In the Mood Bazar, p.239]

My description of communal rioting in Dacca
[MFD diary: January, 1965]

“... ‘goondas’
reported to be
killing. Hindus ...
Christian + Budhists
in danger. Curfews
announced ...”

PROTECTING THE ORPHANAGE
WITH CARDBOARD RIFLES

“Impossible to
know extent
of deaths
and damage
except through
rumors.”

When Dan heard that the Tejgaon orphanage was in
danger of attack, he recruited some friends (including
Jock Copland and Hugh Murphy) to defend it with him.
Having no weapons of any sort, Dan made fake rifles
out of cardboard for each of them to brandish as they
paced the roof of the orphanage. In silhouette against
the night sky, the cardboard rifles must have looked
convincing enough because they did succeed in scaring
off any potential attackers.

196? MFD about hooligans riot

s p1.jpg
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EXTERNAL STRIFE
While in Dacca during the 1960s, we lived through two
international wars both instigated by the Cold War
tensions between West Pakistan and India. The first
in 1962 was relatively uneventful, but the second one
in 1965 posed enough danger for Katherine and I to
be evacuated along with hundreds of other American
wives and children to Manila for three months.

COLD WAR TENSIONS
Through the 60s in Dacca we watched with amusement
how the fluctuations of Cold War related tensions of
the countries around us impacted our daily lives. At
parties we used to play a game of guessing who among
the new Americans were CIA agents. Dan had to laugh
when a US Consulate official asked him for drawings of
the Chinese compound in Dhanmandi assuming that
Dan, because he was an architect, would have access
to that type of information. Another time, Dan was
amused to be identified by the US Consulate as an
American who had “a finger on the pulse” of Dacca
students. Although this may have been true, Dan never
responded to their request that he keep the Consulate
informed on student political activities.
In spite of the complex Cold War politics that were
influencing the higher level dealings between the US
and Pakistan, at a local level they did not prevent Dan
and me from receiving an invite to the official reception
for Liu Shao-Chi, Chairman of the People’s Republic of
China, when he came on a state visit to Dacca in 1966.
Although we were amused that we were invited, we
didn’t go, since at that time we did not have much
interest in the Chinese presence in Dacca (other than
eating an occasional meal at Chu Chin Chows).

Could this have been Liu
Shaoqi, who was the president
of the PRC from 1959-1968?

“... The Red Chinese
were conspicuously
aloof in our friendly
society ...”

“... the Chinese
contempt for
public opinion was
intriguing.”

ABOUT THE CHINESE PRESENCE IN DACCA
[P. Hill, In the Mood Bazar, pp.143-144]

THE CHINESE NEIGHBORS
[P. Hill, In the Mood Bazar, pp.144-145]
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Possible Bengali Pro-Chinese Leanings
[P. Hill, In the Mood Bazar, p.109]

Cho En LAI’s State Visit to Dacca, 1966
[P. Hill, In the Mood Bazar, p.108]

Pat Hill - In the Moon Bazar p110 ChouEnLai.jpg
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OUR FIRST WAR
(Winter 1962)

OUR SECOND WAR
(Spring 1965)

A SINO-INDO BORDER DISPUTE

AN INDO-PAK DISTPUTE OVER THE A HAIR OF
THE PROPHET

In 1962 a “virtual” war between India and Pakistan
broke out regarding the disputed Himalayan borders
between India and China and the fate of Tibet (the war
is also known as the Sino-Indian Border Conflict). Since
the focus of the war was hundreds of miles away in
the Himalayas, no one in the Dacca foreign community
expected it to have any significance on our little corner
of the world. Bengalis, however, felt vulnerable being
sensitive to the fact that their country was close to
both enemies: India and China. And indeed there was
one supposed incidence of an Indian plane that flew
into East Pakistan and dropped a bomb. But story has
it, that the bomb sunk in the mud of a paddy field and
never went off. Dan quipped that if Dacca should be
invaded, the Americans could protect themselves by
“circling their wagons (their chauffeur-driven cars)” in
wild-west fashion to stave off the attackers. Among our
Dacca friends, we jokingly referred to this uneventful
war of 1962 as “The War,” as if it was in a class with the
other historical wars of the world.

In June of 1965, a more serious war broke out between
India and Pakistan. This time the excuse for war, as
I remember it, was sparked by an alleged theft of
an important Muslim relic from a mosque in West
Pakistan. That a believed “hair from the Prophet”,
something so small, could instigate something so big as
a war between nations never seemed plausible in our
minds. Nevertheless a bomb was dropped on India in
retaliation for the theft, igniting a more serious military
conflict between India and Pakistan than took place in
the 1962 war.
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OUR SECOND WAR cont.
(Spring 1965)
My description of the 1965 “war”
[MFD diary January, 1965]
“.... ‘The hair’ ...
had been stolen in
Kashmir... Although
it was returned still
some question of its
authenticity.”
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS
Although activity was occurring primarily across the
northwestern border between India and Pakistan, the
American consul general in East Pakistan soon felt it was
wise to evacuate the American women and children.
After enduring almost three weeks of curfew with all
our belongings packed away and nothing to do but play
Bridge and worry, we were relieved and somewhat
thrilled when we finally got the notification at the crack
of dawn to be ready to board our evacuation plane #3
within a couple of hours.

PAKISTAN WAR OF 1965: The War That Almost Ended the Architecture Faculty
By Ali Azad Chowdhury
[As printed in Rafique Islam’s book: The First Faculty of Architecture in Dhaka]

“.... ‘Dan uses
the Alipore
house roof
for observing.
Wednesday night
we could hear
the fire engines
frequently.
Always feared
for Ruplal but he
+ family came
through ...”

196? MFD about hooligans riots p2.jpg

“It was September 1965, Pakistan decided to settle the “Kashmir Problem”
with India once and for all. At the start of our semester, the war started
in the West Pakistan and India borders. Though nothing was happening in East
Pakistan, the newly introduced government owned television stations were
continuously covering the war and providing anti-Indian commentary. Soon many
kinds of rumors started to spread. We also heard that our entire American
faculty and their families would be evacuated out of East Pakistan as long the
war continued. Some of us began to worry about what would happen to our new
department with its USAID program…
Some of the architecture students felt we should do something for our
professors. We decided to visit the US ambassador at his residence next morning
and pledge the assurance of the safety and support for our professors in this
troubled situation. ….
Mr. Ambassador was home, getting ready to go to his office at Adamjee Court
building. I am sure he was relieved that the group of young men waiting
outside was not anti-US, but rather had come to show support for Americans. …
we introduced ourselves and told him that our American faculty could stay in
Dacca; there was no need to leave and no harm would come to them, etc. He was
very pleased and thanked all of us abundantly. …
That afternoon, Vrooman came to us and told us that ambassador called him
in his office and told him that his students went to see him that morning;
they were both very pleased with us. But soon arrangements were made and all
American nationals were air- lifted to the Philippines. …”
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
(Spring 1965)

Official notice
from the U.S.
Consul Generals
office advising
all Americans to
leave the country if
they did not have
essential business
reasons to stay.

CAMOUFLAGE FOR THE RICKSHAW DRIVERS

“MR. BHUTTO” THE GOOSE

Although, once again the focus of the war was actually
between West Pakistan and India, East Pakistanis felt
vulnerable and on the alert. All around the city we
could see people making an effort in various ways
to participate in wartime preparations. We were
especially amused by the sight of trucks and rickshaws
driving about the city with leafy branches attached
to their roofs as camouflage. The rickshaw drivers
even took to putting branches on their heads. Soon
enough the branches lost their leaves and the traffic
became a twig covered parade of vehicles. Night guards
would routinely tap on our doors reprimanding us
for any crack of light escaping from our windows. In
the newspapers and on the radio, citizens were being
advised to go to their “basements rather than attics” in
an air raid, although neither such existed in the country.
Dan figured that they must have been referring to
instructions from an outdated WWII manual from
Britain where people did live with basements and attics.

During the tense months before the war broke out
Peggy Azbill and Fran Larkin acquired a goose. Seeing a
resemblance between their pet goose and the pompous
behavior of Mohammed Ali Bhutto, Pakistan’s president
to be, they aptly named their goose “Mr. Bhutto.” On
the eve of their evacuation, Mr. Bhutto was placed
in the hands of “our gang” to take care of until their
return. However, that trust was sadly placed, as “Mr.
Bhutto” was not around when they returned several
months later – most likely he was cooked into a good
meal.

Katherine
with “Mr.
Bhuto” the
goose

Katherine with
Mumtaz and
“Mr. Bhuto”

My constantly changing plans about what to pack
in preparation for the imminent evacuation
[MFD diary 09/02/1965]

“... each new piece
of news influences
approach to
packing.... Dan
thinking of not
taking anything but
sketches....”

“It is recommended
that each family
make an inventory of
property which may
be left behind....”

-evacuation ALL_Page_04.jpg
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
(Spring 1965)
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My notes on evacuation preparation: paking and makig lists.
[MFD diary 09/1965 ]

CURFEW AT HAFIZ VILLA WITH MOTHER D.
Mother D, Dan’s mother who was visiting us at this
time, actually enjoyed the curfew restriction of the
war because it gave her a captive audience for her
favorite activity – bridge. In the evenings we retired to
her quarters where we curtained the windows against
light shining outside and invited a friend or two to join
Mother D for an evening of bridge. Back in Tampa she
was accustomed to a bridge party once a week, but now
she could have one every night.

“... if can stay here
for duration of long
war ... We have
come full cycle to
our first days in the
house of a bed, few
bamboo pieces,
stove & limited
kitchenware... I
have always liked
to live in a state of
readiness to move”

During those pre-evacuation days, bulletins arrived from
the US Consulate announcing plans and instructions for
short term departure. I remember Mother D fretting
over whether or not to wear a hat and gloves for the
trip. We were told we would be given 24 hours notice
of when we would be boarded on planes to take us out
of the country.

“This PM Dan
mimeographed
Operation Icarus ...
By 7PM, 9 of us with
spirits high ...”
(see next page)

Dan and I enjoyed walking in the neighborhood during
the curfew nights. The temperature was comfortable,
the streets were silent and the only light was that of
the moon. I remember those nights as being magical,
especially as they were to be our last moments together
before Katherine and I were evacuated.

n ALL_Page_06.jpg
d DIARY pre-evacuatio
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My notes on our living conditions not knowing
whether evacuation was imminent or not.
[MFD diary 09/1965 p.4, p.6]

1965-09 02 to0920 mfd

“ ... absence of
planes noticeable
& presence
electrifying. ... Feel
patriotic towards
our defenders as
they rip open the
stillness ...”

“ ...Price of food
went up ...”

DIARY pre-evacuation AL
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“... nightly curtaining of windows ... using bedspreads,
lungis, shawls ... Condition of living out of suitcases ...”

1965-09 02 to0920 mfd DIARY
1965-09 02 to0920 mfd DIARY pre-evacuation ALL_Page_06.jpg

jpg
pre-evacuation ALL_Page_06.
“ ...taking stock that should have been done anyway, life
decisions made perhaps that had not been faced, but so quickly
& intensely that feeling of anticlimax during peace.”
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
(Spring 1965)
“OPERATION ICARUS”
During those curfew days, everyone was instructed to
remain at home at night and to cover windows so that
no light could be seen from outside. The American
consulate distributed bulletins daily to American
households giving an update on war news and on the
prospect of possible evacuation. The bulletins included
directions on how to store all belongings in one locked
room, how to prepare one suitcase per person for
urgent departure, how to maintain darkness after
curfew with covered windows and candle light, etc.

“THE ICARUS PAPERS”
our parodies of the
Consular “special
Evacuation” circulars

The language of the bulletins was so pompously
worded by bureaucrats that Dan couldn’t resist
creating a counter-bulletin, which we called “The
Icarus Papers” (aptly named after the Greek myth
of Daedalus and Icarus who made their own wings
from wax and feathers and met their terrible demise
when Icarus insisted on flying too close to the sun).
He and Peggy Azbill, who had access to the College
of Home Economics’ trusty mimeograph machine,
printed copies of the bulletin imitating precisely
the language and format of the consulate bulletins.
“The Icarus Papers” offered alternative instructions
in mock bureaucratize on how an evacuation by
air should take place if the Dacca airport was
closed: evacuees should convene in the old city at a
specified place where they could obtain feathers and
wax and would be instructed how to make wings and
how to take to the air. The “Icarus Papers” imitated
so well the Consulate bulletins that they had at least
one American fooled, or so we heard.

Row upon row of feathers
he arranged,
The smallest first, then later
ones to form
A growing graded shape, as
rustic pipes
Rise in a gradual slope of
lengthening reeds;
Then bound the middle and
the base with wax
And flaxen threads, and
bend them, so arranged,
Into a gentle curve to imitate
Wings of a real bird ...”
[Ovid, Metamorphoses]
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
My detailed description of our days leading up to the evacuation [MFD diary 09/1965]

SEPT 14:
rumors about
delays ... “Being
held as hostages
until Foreign Aid Bill
passed”

“US women
wearing their
evacuation clothes,
looking spruce ...”

“Operation Rabbits”
another spoof of US
evacuation bulletins ...

Second night of
playing Bridge ...

At the time the
evacuation seemed
imminent - MFD
was being fitted by
Shona Miah for her
red velvet dress
SEPT 15:
snippets of war
news
packing complete
but “each day
brings new outside
problems to be
dealt with and
shortages, prices
going up, etc.”

1965-09 02 to0920 mfd DIARY pre-evacuation ALL_Page_07.jpg
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
My detailed description of our days leading up to the evacuation [MFD diary 09/1965]

SEPT 16:
news that Dan’s
“Operation Icarus”
bulletin got as
far as the Special
Committee!

collecting letters
to be mailed once
we are out of the
country

More Bridge
Air raid
Boredom
Dan suggests
caroling in
Dhanmondi ...
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
My detailed description of our days leading up to the evacuation [MFD diary 09/1965]

Snippets of war
news
Prices going up ...

Letter from
Mayers stranded
in Calcutta full
of instructions
about packing

SEPT 17:
mood swings but
generally feeling
“comfort and joy”
Ruplal on job at
6AM in expectation
of a plane
“If only we could
live & die together
and not take on
responsibilities of
separation.”

KDD’s
amusements ...
Her favorite toy
is the cigarette
lighter
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
My detailed description of our days leading up to the evacuation [MFD diary 09/1965]

More Bridge
playing
“...it’s just like any
other night.”

SEPT 18:
More unpacking
and packing ...

SEPT 20:
Evacuation Day
“...Last sight of Dan
....”

news snippets

6:30AM
Texan came to
pick us up but
couldn’t find
our house in the
curfew blackness.
Returned at 8:30 to
Dan organizing
diary materials,
news paper clips
and slides so
that they can be
hidden in the travel
luggage.

Lunch at Peggy’s

1965-09 02 to0920 mfd DIARY pre-evacuation ALL_Page_10.jpg
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Put on flight #3.
Relief at seeing US
Army uniforms on
the transport plane.
Flight takes off at
1:30PM. ...
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
My detailed description of our days leading up to the evacuation [MFD diary 09/1965]
Layover in Bangkok
is 5 hours.

Put on flight #3.
Relief at seeing US
Army uniforms on
the transport plane.
Flight takes off at
1:30PM ...

Greeted by
press and lots of
questions ....

Back on plane to
Manila arrival
at 1AM ... “By
2AM Mother D,
K, myself, all slides
& diaries in nice
rooms of the best
hotel.”

Sleep,
eat,
nap ,
compare travel
stories, etc.

1965-09 02 to0920 mfd DIARY pre-evacuation ALL_Page_11.jpg
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
(Spring 1965)
David Malin (one of the cholera doctors) provided this day by day description of events leading up to
the evacuation of American citizens from Dacca.
[David Malin letter 09/1965, pp.1-11]

SEPT 3:
“ ... on the surface
of things, ... life
remained entirely
normal.”
JULY:
“... much optimism
about the political
stability of the area.”

AUGUST:
tensions rising
between Pakistan
and India

SEPT 6:
India bombs Lahore
but
only big news in the
papers is death of
Albert Schweitzer ...

Pakistan instigates
the dispute. India
starts the war.

“WE ARE AT WAR”
all flights in and
out of country are
canceled.

“... India and Pakistan
were directly at war
in Kashmir, but East
Pakistan was only
mildly interested.”

“... our only reaction
to the fighting ... was
faint amusement
at the claims and
counter claims flying
between the two
countries.”

“... yet for all the
excitement, our
feelings in Dacca
were primarily of
detachment. We
felt the excitement
purely of front-row
spectators ...”
“... and we duly noted that each side was
exclusively scoring all the victories.”
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
(Spring 1965)

SEPT 7:
news reporting that
even “... Dacca had
been bombed.”

“Still there was no
real sense of urgency
in Dacca ... it was
expected that the
fighting would all be
over in a week or so.”

“... idle speculation
about the possibility
of an American
evacuation.”

“... everyone began
to prepare for an
indefinite period of
isolation.”

SEPT 9:
Evacuation planned
for Sept 11.

“The city was girding
for war.”

SEPT 8:
U.S. Consulate issues
orders for American
evacuation

“ ... our welcome had
now turned into our
farewell ...”

SEPT 10:
Another bombing ...
Making preparations
to evacuate ...
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
(Spring 1965)

“... the local non-Muslim
population was feeling
the anxiety attendant
upon the coming of the
war ...”
“ ... it was only the
presence of the
American community
that stood between
them and murder or
starvation at the hands
of the Moslems...”

SEPT 11:
ready for departure
“The city’s defense
preparations were in
full swing, and to us
the appearance was
quite comical ...”

SEPT 11:
evacuation flight
delayed “... In a
country where it
takes 10 minutes to
place a local phone
call, half an hour
to buy a postcard,
and four hours to
pick up a package
... obtaining all the
necessary clearances
for an evacuation
of 450 Americans
would be a small
undertaking.”

post SEPT 11:
“... a week of
uncertainty &
frustration ...
frayed the nerves
of the American
community to the
point of restrained
insanity...”

SEPT 12:
evacuation date
was on again
off again and “...
was definitely not
definite.”
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
(Spring 1965)

“... a profound
depression engulfed
the whole American
community ...”
Dan and Peggy’s
lampoon of the
“Consulate’s
continuing stream
of incomprehensible
directives and
uninformative
memoranda.”
“The desire for solid
information was so
desperate, ... we
all simply started
manufacturing our
own news.”

“... trapped in an
endless limbo. ...
we spent the nights
drifting from house
to house and playing
parlor games....”

SEPT 14:
“... everyone else
began to step out
of limbo into the
light of day ...”
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PRE-EVACUATION WEEKS cont.
(Spring 1965)

“... unruly mobs
responded to real
and imagined air-raid
siren by pounding on
our car, surrounding
us, cursing us for
driving ....”

“... Consulate
announced on
Thursday that night
driving by Americans
was forbidden ....”

SEPT 16:
“... the Pakistani
soldiers had stopped
pounding on the
cars and had started
pounding on the
drivers’ heads
instead. ...”

Local opinions
about the war ...

SEPT 17:
“... of course, the new
found peace of mind
... could not last.
Bureaucratic insanity
set in once again. ...”

SEPT 18:
Consulate collecting
all passports

SEPT 19:
2:30 AM notification
that evacuation is on
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EVACUATION AT LAST
(Spring 1965)
DEPARTURE FROM DACCA TO MANILA

SEPT 19
Evacuation day
given 7 hours notice
for the 9:30AM
departure

3AM Paul Revere
ride to notify all the
Americans

“... the evacuation
proceedings .. went
like clockwork ...”

USAF C-30 transport
plane:
“... strapped
into place sitting
sideways along one
of the four rows of
bench-type seats
made of bright red
canvas webbing.”
3 hours to Bangkok
4 hours in Bangkok
5 hours to Manila

“... warm-hearted
sympathetic”
reception in Manila.”

5th day in Manila:
“having a gay time
relaxing, shopping,
sightseeing, and
dining out”

Finally, the morning arrived when Mother D, Katherine
and I were to be picked up by a consular vehicle and
driven to the airport where we were loaded with some
other 100 American women and children on an army
transport plane. With Mother D and Katherine in tow,
I had the oldest and the youngest passengers with me.
We boarded the plane from the rear into a vast space
- large enough to “hold 15 elephants” as I read later.
Although the space was enormous, it felt crowded as
we sat shoulder-to-shoulder on long canvas benches
that lined either side. The walls behind us had thick
roped netting which Katherine couldn’t resist climbing.
A bucket behind a curtain served as our toilet.
The plane first landed in Bangkok, where we were
greeted by a bevvy of foreign women bearing
sandwiches and cold drinks. A few women, men and
children remained in Bangkok while the rest of us flew
on to Manila. As we passed over Vietnam all lights
were turned off in the plane so as not to attract enemy
attention from the war being waged below us.
Finally, after more than 24 hours of traveling, we landed
in Manila, our designated “safe haven”, where we were
greeted by another enthusiastic welcoming committee.
Upon arrival, we were delivered to the Manila Hotel,
the most luxurious hotel I had ever seen at that time.
Had we not been so exhausted, especially Mother D,
we could have enjoyed our first moments there more
thoroughly. As it was, we were grateful for beds and
bath.
Mother D, took everything in stride. Having already
survived one of Dacca’s worst cyclones, and then the
evacuation, she was not surprised when soon after we
arrived in Manila a volcano erupted. She wrote in her
first letter to Dan from Manila (1965/10/07) “Of course,
you have read of the terrible volcano eruption on this
island a week after we arrived. Disaster seems to follow
me.”

MAYERS ENDLESS WEEKEND VISIT TO
CALCUTTA
Bob Mayers (Dan’s Berger
colleague) and his wife, Flo,
were stranded in Calcutta on
a weekend visit when war was
declared. They were never able
to return to Dacca and made their
way from Calcutta back slowly to
New York. They relied on Dan
and John Schiff to pack up and
deliver all their belongings to
NYC.
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EVACUATION AT LAST cont.
(Spring 1965)
Official evacuation orders
from the U.S. Consulate.
[09/02/1965]

The
Dunhams
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Official evacuation orders from the U.S. Consulate. [09/02/1965]
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My description of the days leading up to our evacuation and our quick departure
[MFD letter to Aunt Emily, 12/26/1965]
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My detailed description of the evacuation journey on an army transport plane from Dacca
to Manila via Bangkok. Accompanied by Mother D. (80+ years old) and Katherine (1 years
old), I was resposible for both the oldest and youngest passengers in our group.
[MFD diary, 09/21/1965]

1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p4.pdf
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SIGNIFICANT EVACUATION DATES
Fall 1965 9/20-12/11
Sept 2		

Evacuation orders officially anounced

Sept 8		

register for the evacuation plane

Sept 13

“Operation Icarus” spoof memo

Sept 14

“The Things in the Next Room” spoof memo

Sept 20

1:30 PIA Evacuation flight to Manila via Bangkok

Oct 19		

MFD passports, travelers checks, cash stolen

Nov. 3		

Dan arrives

Nov. 17

Mother D’s birthday

Nov 1		

Dan departs

Nov. 30

Mother D departs on Pan Am to USA via Hawaii

Nov. 27?

Baguio Hill resort (6 days)

Dec 6		

Official notification that we can return to Dacca

Dec 11		

Flight back to Dacca

15.3 EVACUATION TO MANILA
“Bangala has a hundred gates to open for entrance,
but not one for departure.”
[Francis Bernier, 116. Taifoor, p.xi]
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The Manila Hotel, where
we stayed briefly before
finding more affordable
accommodations.

EVACUEE LIFE IN MANILA
(Sept. 21-Dec 11, 1965)
FINDING A TEMPORARY HOME IN MANILA
Katherine and I, along with the other evacuated
American mothers and their children, ended up living
in Manila about three months before we were finally
allowed to return to Dacca. For those of us who had
husbands hired under US government contracts, we
were granted a $16 per diem, which we soon realized
would not be enough to keep us lodged at the luxuriant
Manila Hotel. So after a few days at the hotel, Maris
Langford and I, with our one-year olds in tow, set
out to find more affordable lodgings. Not having any
idea how long the war would last, we thought it best
to find an apartment we could rent on a month-bymonth basis. We found we were received better by
potential landlords when we had our babies with us.
Otherwise without the children we might be perceived
as prostitutes looking for a place to live. Meanwhile,
Mother D recouped from the difficult journey at a
hospital where she stayed a number of days before
joining us in our new apartment.
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This is my first letter from Manila to my father
and describes briefly the situation we arrived to.
[MFD letter to CGR 09/23/1965]

Mother D, Maris and I with our infants and Filipino ayahs

“We get $16 per
diem so might
as well have a
holiday.”
Need to read
behind the news
headlines: “you
must read further
into them to realize
Dan’s situation and
those that stayed
behind. As soon as
things go bad for
Pakistan there is
danger .... All our
sincere Pakistan
friends can not
protect us from the
mobs ... ”
“The climate seems
delicious ... I don’t
think the island
is tremendously
interesting, but
restful and calm. ...”

1965-0923 mfd to cgr current S Asia pressures.pdf
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DAILY LIFE IN MANILA	
During the first weeks in Manila, we evacuees indulged
in luxuries we had missed in Dacca. We went to hair
dressers and high-end dress shops, like Tessoros, which
could tailor quality dresses overnight. We led dual
lives where, on the one hand, we struggled with daily
problems of housekeeping in a new environment and
on the other, we were enjoying luxuries we could never
have had in Dacca.
Being a “single” mom taking care of both Katherine
and Mother D required much of my attention. Yet at
the same time, I was dealing with daily bureaucratic
errands to get our per diem payments, pay bills, collect
correspondence, etc. Much time was also spent on
managing the essentials of survival on our limited
budget: shopping, cooking and cleaning. For recreation
we had access to the US Army Club and appreciated the
use of their pool.

“So many lovely things
to shop for in Manila”
[MFD letter to Aunt Anna 01/27/1966]

1966-0127 mfd to Aunt Anna Evacuation summary_Page_4.jpg

[MFD letter to CGR 01/15/1966]

1966-0115 mfd to CGR? p1 - Manila stories.pdf

“... I became utterly materialistic as time went on
and bought more and more dresses for myself. ...“
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OUR SHARED APARTMENT
In our apartment designed for one family, we were for
a while two mothers (Maris and myself), two infants,
two ayahs and one grand mother. We never knew
how much to invest in furniture and household items
such as pots and pans, cutlery and dishes. We proudly
created our own set of tableware from recycling
food cans, plastic containers and jars. We did have
box spring mattresses, which our landlord charged a
monthly fee to use. The apartment was far from ideal
and we suffered water shortages regularly. We didn’t
have the energy to look for a new place and lived on
the hope that we would be returning to Dacca soon.
Just as I had reached the limit of my patience with our
landlord, regarding a leaking ceiling that had damaged
our clothes, we received the official word that we could
return to Dacca.
“... I had a fight with the landlord after
the apartment above us had leaked all
over the kitchen. ...“

[MFD letter to DCD,

Mother D was a great
helpo with establishing
a household budget
and keeping track of
accounts.

12/06/1965]

ht w landlord.pdf

d about departure fig
1965-1206 mfd to dc

The difficult living conditions of our apartment, especially on Mother D.
[MFD letter to Aunt Anna 01/27/1966]

1966-0127 mfd to Aunt Anna Evacuation summary_Page_4.jpg
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THE FIRST TWO WEEKS IN MANILA
[MFD diary Sept. 21- Oct. 10, 1965]

SEPT 21
Evacuation day

Manila Hotel
dining room,
spacious
accommodations
etc. but “... eager
to get out of
hotel situation
...”
Can use the
commissary with bus service
“... typical
US Embassy
emanating
strength,
wealth, some
architecture.”

At airport customs:
“... Knowing East
Pak customs. I
had lied to both
questions ... any
photos? “No” “No
personal photos?”
“No” ...”

1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p1.pdf
1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p2.pdf
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THE FIRST TWO WEEKS IN MANILA cont.
[MFD diary Sept. 21- Oct. 10, 1965]

First days in
Manila

SEPT 23
Still at hotel
Commissary run
Hair salon

The US
Commissary

Other families
moving out to

Naps,
baby sitter,
movie,
night out &
baby sitters

Swimming at Army
pool

Description of
evacuation flight
on Army Transport
Plane:
“... so many children
and hand bags, ...
carts, rugs, ...”
“... curtained off
section with sanitary
bucket ...”

“... evacuees
looking welldressed”

“... I ate some of
K’s sedative tabs ...
desire to sleep, but no
way to do it holding
K. ...”
“... thoughts of
Dacca crept one
by one - the house,
Dan, servants, ...”
1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p3.pdf

1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p4.pdf
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THE FIRST TWO WEEKS IN MANILA cont.
[MFD diary Sept. 21- Oct. 10, 1965]

Dissapointments
of apartment
search

Manila ...
security every
where, hard
life for most
people, “not
overcrowded like
Peking and Hong
Kong”

“... thinking how
Dan wanted us in
a ‘cottage by the
sea’ but the only
waters ... 29 miles
out of Manila ...”
KD’s amah,
Alexandra
Martinez

SEPT 26
Still apartment
hunting ...
SEPT 28
Sign lease for
place at Henson’s
Apartments.
“Dee w/ her 3
Children & 1 amah
quite a site coping
for herself getting
off to apt.”

Moved out of the
hotel in 2 taxi
trips
Mother D stays
at the hotel

Dinner out ...

1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p5.pdf

1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p6.pdf
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THE FIRST TWO WEEKS IN MANILA cont.
[MFD diary Sept. 21- Oct. 10, 1965]

Making an
inventory of
what’s in the
apartment
“I will have to
dismiss Alejandra
tomorrow.”

Texas A&M dinner

“... difficult sleep for
all. New beds ...,
heat, traffic ...H2O
shortage ...”

Comparing stories
about evacuation
flights

First meals in our
new apartment:
using plasstic
spoons,... baby
food jars and
paper plates

SEPT 30
“Days so busy ...”

Mother D accepts
invitation to
move into the
apartment too.

“... laughing
over the
evacuees being
distinguished
by their high
hairdos and new
embroidered
Filipino shifts.”

“Mother D has
arrived & air
conditioner being
installed.”

1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p7.pdf

1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p8.pdf
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THE FIRST TWO WEEKS IN MANILA cont.
MFD diary Sept. 21- Oct. 10, 1965

“Dacca like
morgue after US
evacuation.”
Troubles
withdrawing
money from bank

Agreement to
re-unite in
Dorgon Park on
Cot 30, 1966

Shopping: “... get
knife, another
cooking vessel,
4 plates, 4 china
mugs ...”

Seeing “Sound of
Music.”

Dinner at home
Mother D teaches
Mariss how to
play bridge

Mother D helps
work out a
budget: $220 /
month / family

Taal volcanic
eruption

“... 2 weeks.
Seems more like
2 months.”

OCT 1
Sending letters
back to Dacca

1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p9.pdf

1965-0921 to 1001 MFD diary MANILLA p10.pdf
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A SNIPPET FROM KATHERINE’S
DAILY LIFE
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KATHERINE’S AMAH

[MFD to CGR 01/15/1966]
KDD likes to follow
urchin children

KDD playing “ringa
ringa” with the kids

KDD’s ayah,
“Angie,” is ...”gentle
and playful” and
keeps house clean,
does laundry and
stays after hours to
babysit.

KDD learned to say
“pulea” (please)

Much better than
previous ayah,
“Lourdes,” with
grim expression”
and silent
behavior” due to
her lack of English.

1966-0115 mfd to CGR? p2 - Manila stories.pdf

KDD’s mishap at
the pool and her
rescue from the
water

1966-0115 mfd to CGR? p2 FD to CGR 01/15/1966]

Manila stories.pdf

[M
1966-0115 mfd to CGR? p1 - Manila

stories.pdf

[MFD letter to Aunt Anna 01/27/1966]

1966-0127 mfd to Aunt Anna Evacuation summary_Page_4.jpg
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STOLEN PASSPORT

CORRESPONDING WITH DAN

At that time, Manila was quite dangerous with daily
reports of violence, muggings and robberies. Both
Peggy Azbill and I had our handbags snatched.
Unfortunately for me, I had our passports, travelers’
checks, cash and health cards in my bag. Getting new
passports was relatively easy compared to the hassle
of getting new health cards. We had to journey to an
army base outside the city to have all the necessary
inoculations given to us again before they could fill out
new health cards.

The quickest means Dan and I had
to communicate was by telegram.
It was expensive so we kept our
words to a minimum.

My letter to
American Express
itemizing the
stolen checks
[MFD 10/20/1965]

In October Dan made
a trip to photograph
the ancient ruins of
Angkor Wat
1965-1020

mfd to Am

ex about st
ollen chec

ks.jpg
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MEANWHILE, BACK IN DACCA
Meanwhile, back in Dacca, Dan was managing to keep
up his teaching and various other projects in spite of
the various challenges that arose in association with
the war-time activities. He couldn’t help but notice
that he was under constant surveillance from Bengali
authorities who assumed he must be a CIA agent since
he could “speak” Bengali. Dan was amused when he
found out that his favorite local cigarette vendor, whom
he enjoyed inviting home for tea from time to time, had
been conscripted to “spy” on him.
[DCD letter to MFD

[DCD letter to MFD 10/08

/1965, p.2]

Hafiz Villa routines
carrying on as
normal

10/08/1965, p.1]

School closed and
DCD plans to travel
to India and/or
possibly take R&R to
visit MFD in Manila

DCD using his
new dictaphone
machine

DCD binding books
and doing projects he
has put off

DCD encouraging
Mother D to stay rather
than return to USA

Requests for copies
of Mother D’s letter
praising how well
the evacuation was
handled.

1965-1008 dcd to mfd in

Manila_Page_2.jpg
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MEANWHILE, BACK IN DACCA cont.

DCD living with all
the storage boxes in
Mother D’s house behind
Hafiz Villa ... “feel like
an Egyptian pharaoh
entombed [sic] with all
his worldly goods ...”
[DCD letter to MFD 10/08/1965]

My description of Dan’s life in Dacca without the women and chldren
[MFD diary 11/04/1965]

DAN’S ARRIVAL IN MANILA
à la LAWRENCE OF ARABIA
In early Novermber, while the war was still raging, Dan
was allowed to make a trip to visit us and to deliver
mail and money from the American husbands in Dacca
to their wives stranded in Manila. These funds, which
were sent by bank checks turned out to be quite a
problem for Dan on his trip. At his layover in Bangkok,
when the customs agencies found the many personal
checks that Dan was carrying, they pulled him aside and
strip-searched him. Carrying funds of such a quantity
was clearly against Thai law. The situation was quite
harrowing for Dan, as he tried to persuade the customs
agents of the extenuating circumstances of the wartime
situation and how important it was that he deliver
these funds from the husbands to their wives in Manila.
Eventually, after somehow surviving the Bangkok
interrogation and many more hours of difficult travel,
Dan made his way to the US Embassy in Manila, only
to be told at the front door by a guard: “Sir, you can’t
enter wearing shower sandals.” Dan always described
this story like the scene from “Lawrence of Arabia,”
where Lawrence survives fights and starvation on a
historic desert journey to arrive in Cairo a hero, only to
be rudely snubbed at the door to the British Club for his
scruffy appearance.

DCD says coming to Manila
was like Gulliver having left the
“world of men” to come to the
“world of women.”

DCD was being
“watched” by 2 men in
lungis ... who note that
DCD “receives many
high government
officials”

During DCD’s short visit
we enjoyed some day
trips together as a family,
including a boat tour to
a waterfall and butterfly
reserve at Pagsanjan.

My description of Dan’s ecpic trip to Manilla from Dacca
[MFD diary 11/04/1965]
DCD’s difficult
passage through
Bangkok to get to
Manila. He was stripsearched because he
was carrying checks
from husbands in
Dacca to their wives
in Manila.

DCD asked to host a
lawyer from Karachi
so as to give the guest
a glimpse of how
“the people live” in
Dacca. Dan jokes that
he should have let
the guest watch Dan
through the living
room window bars and
feed Dan peanuts.

1965-1104 mfd diary Dan's arrival.pdf
1965-1104 mfd diary Dan's arrival.pdf
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DAN’S SHORT STAY IN MANILA

MOTHER D’s BIRTHDAY PARTY
During Dan’s brief stay with us, we had a gala 80th
birthday celebration for Mother D. We invited all the
American families who were still there. I made place
cards to look like bridge cards and Mother D made a
fine speech.

CHAPTER 15: STRIFE
Dan’s sketches for a birthday card for Mother D
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A WEEK IN BAGUIO HILL RESORT
After Dan left, I decided with Sue Cohen to take a week
off from our urban frustrations and escape to the
“famed” hill top resort of Baguio. As a scenic resort,
it was a far cry from the mountain places I had visited
in Darjeeling, Kathmandu and Austria. Although the
resort did not live up to my expectations I enjoyed
watching the pleasure it gave our ayahs whom we had
brought with us.

CHAPTER 15: STRIFE

THE DEPARTURES
MOTHER D’s RETURN TO THE USA
Considering Mother D’s age, and all she had been
through since coming to visit us, she was doing
remarkably well with us in Manila. However, she was
fatigued and after a number of medical visits decided
that she would prefer to return to the USA than to wait
out the evacuation period and go back to Dacca with
me. Soon after Dan left, I was able to put Mother D
(and her 50+ pounds of luggage) on a Pan Am flight
back to Tampa via Hawaii and Los Angeles to visit her
sister and friends.

[MFD letter to DCD 11/30/1965]

OUR RETURN TO DACCA
On December 6, soon after Mother D had left, we
received the official notice that Dacca was safe enough
for us to return. Within five days, Katherine and I
boarded a designated flight along with other American
evacuee families back to Dacca. We arrived home at
Hafiz Villa in time to host our annual Christmas party.

[MFD letter to Aunt Anna

01/27/1966, p.4]

“... all was as if we
had never gone ...”
Hafiz Villa in tip top
shape
“... it is all just a
ridiculous nightmare.
However, Dacca
was never more
appreciated ... than
by this group of
ladies from whom she
was suddenly taken
with the probability
of never being
returned.”

Baguio “... is a far cry
from Darjeeling ...”
“... like an old
peoples’ home in
New Hampshire.”
“... the town ... is ugly
... nothing I like ...”

1965-1130 mfd to dcd Baguio.pdf
[MFD letter to CGR 01/15/1966, p.1]
However, our
amahs loved it,
especially the fire
in the fireplace.

Feeling compelled to
host the traditional
full scale Christmas
party in spite of not
having time to order
gifts for everyone
from Sears.
Fortunately Ramadan
was at same time
so there were fewer
guests than usual

1966-0115 mfd to CGR? p1 - Manila stories.pdf

1966-0127 mfd to Aunt Anna

Evacuation summary_Page_4

.jpg
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THE DEPARTURES cont.

My description to my father about the discomforts of the long
awaited return trip back to Dacca
[MFD letter to CGR, 12/12/1965]

The official letter for
the USA government
notifying that we
could return to Dacca.

CHAPTER 15: STRIFE
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“We are no longer
exiles ...”
“...everything seems
so normal that is is
hard to believe we
went away ...”

“The trip back was
in some ways more
arduous ...”

“Our actual landing
was sobering ... only
a few officials, and
the usual crowds ...
were missing...”
“Dan was the first
... to greet the wives
& mothers as they
reached the lounge.”
Thanks to Ford
connections we are
whisked through
all the usual entry
procedures.

The official memo to
Dan notifying him
that Katherine and I
were coming back.
[12/06/1965]
1965-1206 memo to DCD about MFD departure.pdf

1965-1212 mfd to cgr return to Dacca bw p2.pdf
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SUMMARY OF THE EVACUATION EXPERIENCE
[MFD letter to Aunt Anne, 1/17/1966, p.1]

[MFD letter to Aunt Anne, 1/17/1966, p.2]

1966-0127 mfd to Aunt Anna Evacuation summary_Page_2.jpg
1966-0127 mfd to Aunt Anna Evacuation summary_Page_1.jpg
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SUMMARY OF THE EVACUATION EXPERIENCE cont.
[MFD letter to Aunt Anne, 1/17/1966, p.3]

15.4 THE LIBERATION WAR
MARCH 26, 1971

1966-0127 mfd to Aunt Anna Evacuation summary_Page_3a.jpg
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THE PRO-BANGLADESH
CAMPAIGN IN THE USA
Back in New York, as we got news of the West
Pakistani massacres in East Pakistan, especially
among intellectuals and Hindus (amounting to more
than 2 million by some estimates), we joined with
other Americans in Washington DC to protest the US
involvement. It was quite an extraordinary grass roots,
self-propelled gathering of Americans from all over
the country. We all spontaneously came together in
Washington DC to implore our government to stop its
military support of West Pakistan. The effort to educate
Americans about what was happening in Bangladesh
during their struggle for independence was a
remarkable instance of a grass roots response, a purely
spontaneous and un-sponsored lobby to persuade the
U.S. government from supplying arms to West Pakistan.
The sympathizers came from all corners of the nation,
some of them putting their jobs in jeopardy. An ad
hoc office was set up in an old house near the Capitol
to collect information from various sources about the
plight of the Bengalis.

My letter to the
editor about the
pro-Bangladesh
campaign in the
USA.
[New Yorker,
10/21/2013]

THE LEAD UP TO THE 1971
BANGLADESH WAR OF
LIBERATION
Throughout our time living in Dacca in the 1960’s we
witnessed the growing discontent among Bengalis
with the control and suppression practiced by the
Central government in West Pakistan. Since the riots in
East Pakistan of the 1950’s against the West Pakistani
attempt to make Urdu the national language, it was
quite clear how strongly Bengali’s felt about preserving
their culture and their identity. We witnessed this
dedication again and again in the student riots of
the 60’s. By the time we left the country in 1967, we
could see that peace between East and West Pakistan
was not a realistic possibility. Within three years of
our departure, after we moved back to New York,
Bangladesh achieved it’s independence.

We had realized that we needed to educate senators
and government officials about the history of what
was happening in “East Pakistan,” especially as most
of them did not even know that East Pakistan was
over a thousand of miles away from West Pakistan on
the other side of India. In addition to enlightening
them on the natural and cultural separation of these
two regions, we gave them the first hand accounts
from smuggled out letters of the holocaust and
magnitude of devastation occurring in East Pakistan.
Volunteer lobbyists made daily visits to the Capitol.
They displayed posters and visited state senators and
representatives one by one. One volunteer even went
so far as to conduct a hunger strike on the steps of the
Capitol for several days. (She was the wife of the SEATO
Cholera Lab doctor who went with Dan to save Wohab’s
son when he had cholera.) Although this citizens’
campaign was instrumental in turning the tide of U.S.
support away from West Pakistan, it was not until India
came to the rescue that Bangladesh’s independence
was achieved.

MARCH 26, 1971 “JAI BANGLA”
By chance, Dan happened to be in Dacca on the day
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman made his famous speech
declaring Bangladesh’s independence on the maidan,
on March 26, 1971. Dan had been hired by UNDP
to advise on cyclone rehabilitation in Chittagong
following the devastating cyclone of November, 1970.
After Mujibur’s speech Dan’s work was immediately
terminated and he was evacuated along with other UN
members out of the country. During the months that
followed, West Pakistan proceeded to conduct a war of
genocide in Bangladesh fortified by USA-supplied arms.
Back in New York, Dan and I were horrified to learn of
the secret dealings between the U.S. and West Pakistan
regarding the Kissinger’s historic plan for Nixon to go
to China. As payback for West Pakistan’s secret help in
making this meeting happen, the USA was giving them
arms without concern for how these weapons were
being used to suppress East Pakistan.
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From the Bangladesh Genocide Archive:
It all started with Operation Searchlight, a planned military pacification carried
out by the Pakistan Army started on 25 March, 1971 to curb the Bengali nationalist
movement by taking control of the major cities on March 26, and then eliminating
all opposition, political or military, within one month. Before the beginning of the
operation, all foreign journalists were systematically deported from Bangladesh.
The main phase of Operation Searchlight ended with the fall of the last major town
in Bengali hands in mid May.
According to New York Times (3/28/71) 10,000 people were killed; New
York Times (3/29/71) 5,000-7,000 people were killed in Dhaka; The Sydney
Morning Herald (3/29/71) 10,000 – 100,000 were killed; New York Times
(4/1/71) 35,000 were killed in Dhaka during operation searchlight.
The operation also began the 1971 Bangladesh atrocities. These systematic killings
served only to enrage the Bengalis, which ultimately resulted in the secession of
East Pakistan later in December, 1971. The international media and reference
books in English have published casualty figures which vary greatly; 200,000–
3,000,000 for Bangladesh as a whole.
There is only one word for this: Genocide.

Genocide in Bangladesh, 1971
The mass killings in Bangladesh (then East Pakistan) in
1971 vie with the annihilation of the Soviet POWs, the
holocaust against the Jews, and the genocide in Rwanda
as the most concentrated act of genocide in the twentieth
century. In an attempt to crush forces seeking
independence for East Pakistan, the West Pakistani military
regime unleashed a systematic campaign of mass murder
which aimed at killing millions of Bengalis, and likely succeeded in doing so.
In national elections held in December 1970, the Awami League won an
overwhelming victory across Bengali territory. On February 22, 1971 the generals
in West Pakistan took a decision to crush the Awami League and its supporters. It
was recognized from the first that a campaign of genocide would be necessary to
eradicate the threat: “Kill three million of them,” said President Yahya Khan at the
February conference, “and the rest will eat out of our hands.” (Robert Payne,
Massacre [1972], p. 50.) On March 25 the genocide was launched. The university in
Dacca (Dhaka) was attacked and students exterminated in their hundreds. Death
squads roamed the streets of Dacca, killing some 7,000 people in a single night. It
was only the beginning. “Within a week, half the population of Dacca had fled, and
at least 30,000 people had been killed. Chittagong, too, had lost half its
population. All over East Pakistan people were taking flight, and it was estimated
that in April some thirty million people [!] were wandering helplessly across East
Pakistan to escape the grasp of the military.” (Payne, Massacre, p. 48.) Ten million
refugees fled to India, overwhelming that country’s resources and spurring the
eventual Indian military intervention. (The population of Bangladesh/East
Pakistan at the outbreak of the genocide was about 75 million.)

Browse More
Audio
Bir Sreshthos
Complete Time Line

The Guinness Book of Records lists the Bangladesh Genocide as one of the

Controversies

top 5 genocides in the 20th century.

History
Monuments and Paintings
Pakistani Views
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Letter from President Nixon’s wife, Patricia Nixon, to me regarding my
concern over USA support of West Pakistan.
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DAN’S REFUGEE RELIEF WORK
DAN IN CALCUTTA TO HELP WITH REFUGEE
SITUATION
As the civil war raged, Dan went to Calcutta in the
summer of 1971 to help address the problems of the
refugee camps accommodating the growing numbers
of Bengalis coming across the border into India. As part
of this effort, he advised on the planning of the refugee
camps and designed prefabricated latrines, which were
used later for Calcutta bustee communities.

Dan’s list of the
problems in the
refugee camps

CHAPTER 15: STRIFE
Dan’s report

on the dire needs of the refugee camps
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THE END OF THE LIBERATION WAR
DUNHAM LIBERATION WAR MEMORABILIA
After Dan’s death in 2000, I donated to the
Bangladesh Liberation War Museum our archives
documenting the Bangladesh independence
war and the American grassroots movement in
Washington, DC to support it. The collection includes
newspaper clippings, magazine articles, first hand
accounts, photographs and pro-Bangladesh outreach
documents and souvenirs.

Excellent summary of the creation of Bangldesh
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FAREWELL DACCA - “DHAKA BIDAI”
ABAR DEKHA HOBE !

FATE OF “OUR GANG”

(“WE WILL MEET AGAIN !”)

Keeping in touch with our Gang proved difficult.
Cook, sadly, died of cancer within a few years of our
departure. We lost track of Mohan and Mali altogether.
We were in touch with Theresa through her brother
when he asked us to help his daughter to get a tourist
visa to the USA. We were pleased to help, but were
disappointed later when we learned that she stayed
on in the US illegally and have since lost touch with
the family. As for Wohab, I enjoyed seeing him and
his family again when I was in Dhaka in the 1990s.
Thanks to Dan’s help, he had purchased more land and
expanded his house to accommodate his large family
of children (!) the eldest of which was working in “the
Gulf.”

By the spring of 1967 we began thinking of a return to
our “desh,” our homeland, New York. The Architecture
Faculty was well launched and running under local staff.
Zahiruddin, who had completed his architectural studies
in America, was made dean of the faculty and the
teaching staff came from local sources. Meanwhile, Dan
and I were contemplating studying for further degrees
in New York as well as getting Katherine started in a
good school.
When word spread about that we were leaving, we
were fêted like royalty. At BAFA Mr. Huda honored us
with life memberships and at the Architecture Faculty
the students staged an afternoon of Tagore songs and
speeches, and with a presentation of commemorative
essays that the students wrote about Dan and their
school experience.

FAREWELL TO OUR GANG
On the morning of our departure, I said final farewells
to “our gang”, leaving them in charge of handing the
house back to the landlord. Dan had left them each
with a large bonus. As was the tradition among British
colonials in India before us, Dan and I understood that
taking on servants meant taking on family. We knew
our obligations to our staff extended far beyond a
salary contract to include familial responsibilities such
as helping to support weddings, funerals and births.
We had made a point of visiting the families of each of
out staff in their village homes. When anyone in “our
gang” was suffering, whether it was Wohab’s son with
cholera (chapter 14), or Ruplal’s family at risk of Muslim
rioters (chapter 15), we tried to give the best help and
protection we could.
Needless to say, leaving “our gang” in good stead
was very important to us as we made preparations
for our departure. They had been exceptionally
adaptable and loyal and we did our best to find them
new employment. I wrote “chits,” (detailed reference
letters) for each of “our gang” commending them for
their loyal service. However, we regretted that we
had not taught them more English and that our modus
vivendi had been somewhat more casual than it was in
other foreign households. In spite of our concern, “our
gang” seemed disinterested about looking for other
jobs, probably being more keen to return home. We
promised to keep in touch and hoped to return in a few
years.

Ruplal’s photo for
his first passport
to immigrate to
the USA to work
for my father.

EXPORTING RUPLAL TO NYC
From the time that Emmy had suggested that Ruplal
could work on a farm near her village, Bildeston, in
East Suffolk, we began to think seriously about bringing
Ruplal with us when we moved back to New York. By
our last year in Dacca, Dan and I decided he could be a
great help to my father as a chauffeur who could also
take care of household work. At around this same time,
my close friends, the Hills, also decided to bring their
beloved bearer, Obenish, home with them to the US.
Fortunately Pat and I were completely naïve at that
time about how challenging it would be to get the
necessary immigration documentation for them,
otherwise we might never have tried. After much tea
drinking, bureaucratic red tape, long waiting periods
and eventually the involvement of the Chief Justice
in Dacca and a US Senator we eventually succeeded
in getting Ruplal and Obenish Pakistani passports and
highly prized US work visas.

Getting passports for Ruplal and Obenish was the first
step. Unwittingly, Pat and I spent many hours, over
many visits, charming mid-level Bengali bureaucrats at
the foreign affairs office near Topkhana Road before we
realized that absolutely nothing was progressing. At
each of these sessions we were served the usual “milk
tea” and expected to chat politely about Tagore and
Bengali culture before talking about the issue at hand
– how to get passports for our bearers. At the end of
each visit we would be given yet another set of forms to
get done.
Meanwhile, I was faced with the challenge of how to
fill out the required forms for Ruplal, given that he did
not have a birth certificate. Like most Bengalis, Ruplal
only had a rough idea of about when he might have
been born, plus or minus a year or two. Dan ended up
concocting a birth date for Ruplal, which he got Ruplal’s
relatives on Topkhana Road to vouch for by signing an
affidavit. But to make their affidavit valid we had to hire
a lawyer to process it through the court system. This
entailed several trips to the Old City where the High
Court was located before the affidavit was stamped and
accepted as a birth certificate.
Beside the affidavit, there were various other
documents that we were required to furnish. Each
time we returned to an office in hopes that we had
accomplished a step in the procedure, we would
be “invited” yet again to another cup of tea and
conversation with whatever officer was in charge at
the moment. We began to measure our progress, or
lack there of, by the number of teas we had imbibed.
Eventually we realized that our paperwork had
stagnated, and was always at the bottom of whatever
was the largest stack of folders – ironically all bound in
red-tape.

“Are we not to be spared!” Pat would often declare
after these fruitless tea sessions. Pat and I suspected
that a bribe would be necessary to “expedite” matters,
but stubbornly refused to stoop so low. Anyhow,
even if we were willing to “put some oil on the head”
of the bureaucrats (“tele mathai, tel deoa,” as is said
in Bengali) we had no idea how to go about doing
it. My father, reading about our predicament in one
of my letters, went right to the top and asked for the
assistance of Chief Justice Murshed, whom he had met
and helped with a case on one of his previous Dacca
visits (see chapter 8). The next time we approached
our friend behind the desk, he had the two passports
in-hand.
We were ready to celebrate, but we knew that
the passports were only half the battle. Next, we
approached the US Consulate at Adamjee Court to
apply for their visas. The US system seemed no faster,
or efficient, than what we had just gone through with
the Bengali authorities. After much paper work, waiting
indefinitely for results and not seeing any progress my
father once again came to the rescue. With a little
lawyerly research, he learned that we needed to prove
that Ruplal would not be taking a job away from an
American. Using his connections, my father contacted
a US Senator to make a case for Ruplal’s work visa on
the grounds that Ruplal had the unique combination of
driving and housekeeping skills that my father required.
Shortly afterwards, Ruplal’s visa was approved - just in
time for him to travel with us back to New York in the
spring of 1967. Pat, by then, had also succeeded in
getting Obenish’s immigration paper work done and he
was able to migrate with his wife and two sons to Utah
where he got his own job.
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OUR KATABASIS –
JOURNEY HOME TO NYC
THE “GRAND TOUR” ON ONE SUITCASE EACH
We decided to make the most of the journey home: to
take our time to see friends in Kuwait, shop duty free in
Beirut, to bring Ruplal with us and to invite Didi and Jay
(Dan’s sister and her six year old son) to explore Europe
with us by car. Dan left first, to travel through India one
last time to take more photos of Islamic architecture
that he had missed on previous trips. About two weeks
later, Ruplal, Katherine and I joined him in Karachi.

THE “GRAND TOUR” ITINERARY DACCA-NYC (summer 1967):
• DCD travels through India: Calcutta and Delhi for two weeks
• MFD, KDD and Ruplal meet DCD in Karachi staying a few nights there
• DCD flies to Teheran to take photos
• MFD KDD & Ruplal fly to Kuwait and visit Pat Hill (Ruplal can communicate using his Urdu, streets are too hot)

Having maximized what we could pack in the freight
container home, we had the luxury of traveling light.
We each had only one suitcase for the six week journey
ahead of us to the US. Katherine had her little mora,
which acted as a container for a few toys as well as for
a stool.

• MFD, KDD & Ruplal join DCD in Teheran
• All fly to Beirut (tax free shopping in the markets, indulging in European cuisine, Ruplal buys an Omega watch
which he still has to this day)
• All fly to Munich to meet up with Didi and Jay and buy a VW station-wagon
• European tour by car with Ruplal driving with Dan navigating
• Bavaria, Austria, Italy and France: driving through Alps to Venice, Ravenna, Bologna, Nice, Avignon
• Pooling rice at restaurants for Ruplal,
Ruplal was our chauffeur driving the five of us including
Dan, myself, Katherine, Did & Jay around Europe.

• Choosing destinations that would please the kids: zoos, beaches, parks etc.
• Didi and Jay split off to see more of Italy
• We go through France to arrive in Paris in time for KDD’s birthday on Bastille day.
• Make our way to the Celleriers in Etretat on our way to the channel crossing to the UK.
• Stay in London: Ruplal told to stay in chauffeur quarters at the Claridge Hotel
• Visit Emmy in Bildeston
• Ocean liner to New York with the car: first class for us and Ruplal down in steerage with sea-sickness

During our travels
through Europe in the
Volkswagon we visited
the Celleriers and the
Cauchys at Etretat.

Dan, Katherine, Ruplal and I arrived in New York on the SS United States ocean liner in September, 1967 to start our
new life back in the USA.
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DACCA STAYS A PART OF OUR
NEW YORK LIFE
So much happened and we made so many friends
when we lived in Dacca that our time there seemed
like a lifetime. Our connections to the country did
not end when we moved back to New York. In fact,
in many ways they got stronger as we kept up our ties
with Dacca friends, lobbied in Washington D.C. for
Bangladesh’s liberation, incorporated Ruplal’s family
into ours, pursued academic degrees based on our
Bengali experiences and lived among our cherished
jeeneeshes, artworks and furniture.
Almost thirty years after we left Dacca, I found myself
back in the city resuming our old lifestyle and reviving
old interests, both Dan’s and mine. In 1993, when
Katherine received research grants from Harvard and
Fulbright to study housing issues in Dacca, she invited
me to accompany for her year of study in Bangladesh.
Her research was inspired by Dan’s original work on
the same topic and she used her time to update his
materials and to develop his work further. During that
year in Dacca, I picked up on my prior interests and was
granted funding by Ford Foundation to turn my research
on Jari songs into a book.

SOME OF THE MANY WAYS
BANGLADESH HAS STAYED A PART OF OUR LIVES:
• When we moved back to New York we adorned our apartment with our beloved Dacca jeenishes
including Dan’s teak furniture, the moras, the rickshaw paintings, and other art works we had
collected on our ‘forgotten ruins’ expeditions. We enjoyed special occasions to bring out our
kutcha Dacca tableware from New Market and wear our clothing tailored by Shona Miah.
• Ruplal’s family became a part of our family when he brought his wife and four children to New
York in 1973. Regularly we gathered together to do daily homework or go on field trips or
celebrate events. Traditional holiday rituals such as Thanksgiving with roast turkey became
‘Turkey Puja’ with tandoori chicken and naans.
• In 1971, after we had moved back to New York, Dan and I became passionate supporters of the
Bangladesh Liberation movement. During that summer we helped organize a strong movement
among Americans to lobby our congress in Washington, DC to stop US support for West Pakistan
and to educate them on the horrific conditions of the Bangladesh civil war.

Dhanishlal
(Dhanish)

Parvati
(Parul)

Sagupa
(Kum Kum)

Pradiplal
(Peechee)

When we helped Ruplal’s wife (Mona) and children
immigrate to New York in 1973 his family became a part
of ours.

When we arrived in Dhaka the fall of 1993, Katherine
and I were pleased to find the descendants of our
former Hafiz Villa landlord still at the same location,
but sad to see that our house and garden had been
replaced by two apartment blocks. We were able to find
a small one-room apartment a few buildings down the
street where we recreated the lifestyle we once had at
Hafiz Villa. As before, we lived in “un-air-conditioned
splendor”, with limited use of a phone, and enjoying
dining outdoors. Instead of a garden we used the roof
top for our daily meals and entertaining.
On the surface it may seem that conditions have
worsened in Dacca (congestion, pollution, etc. ) …. but
for me, the kindness of the people, and the beauty of
the poetry, and language still endures as do my fond
memories …..

The sign above our Hafiz Villa entry way alley still
reads “Hafiz Estates” eventhough the house is
long gone.

• After leaving Dacca, Dan went back to Bangladesh on numerous different consultancy jobs
over the next 30 years including help with Bangladesh refugee relief in 1971, and post-cyclone
rehabilitation projects.
• Dan helped a number of Bangladeshi refugees come to NYC and find work.
• In New York, Dan and I regularly attended and helped promote Bangladeshi cultural events at
the Asia Society.
• Dan and I both went back to school to get master’s degrees from Columbia University in our
respective Bangladeshi interests. Dan continued his work in urban planning and I studied
Sanskrit and ethno-musicology based on the work I had done in Dacc on Jarigan.
• As a professor in planning at Columbia University and City College, Dan specialized in teaching
his students about design and urban planning in South Asia and taught numerous students from
India, Bangladesh and Pakistan.
• I also found ways to share my interests in South Asian music through lectures and book projects.
In 1979 I worked with Elise Barnett to produce Ravi Shankar‘s educational book with recordings
to introduce a western audience to Indian classical music. In 1997 I published my book on
Jarigan.
• Influenced by her father’s work in urban planning and her own ties to Bangladesh, Katherine
has developed a specific interest in urban development in Asia. Academically, she has done
a number of research projects related to Asian urban development patterns, including her
master’s thesis at Harvard, and research grants from Harvard and Fulbright to look at high
density living patterns in Bangladesh and globally.
• Since Dan’s death in 2000, I’ve been grateful for a number of opportunities to strengthen my ties
to the country including:
- In 2012, attending the BUET 50th Anniversary celebrations,
- In 2013, being awarded a presidential honor for Bangladesh’s foreign friends, for the
contribution Dan and I made to the 1971 War of Liberation (which my grandson Nick Sweeting
was able to attend along with Katherine)
- Since 2012, donating much of my assembled archives regarding the Liberation War to the
Bangladesh Liberation War Museum in Dhaka and regarding the founding the the EPUET
architecture school to BUET’s Department of Architecture.
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PEGGY AZBILL (Ford Foundation)
“I thought you would never ask!”
Peggy lived in one of the Seagull House flats on Dilu
Road where her colleagues, Fran Larkin and Mary
Kefgen, also occupied flats. All three worked for the
Ford Foundation setting up a Home Economics College
in Dacca. Peggy collaborated with us on such escapades
as Dan’s surprise “elephant” party, which she did with
me, and the “Icarus Papers,” which she did with Dan.
Dan enjoyed her air-conditioned home where he often
retired on hot afternoons after work. After Peggy left
Dacca she worked for the education department of NY
State. Sadly she died of cancer a few years after. I have
included passages from her entertaining letters in these
memoirs.
LOUIS BERGER (Director of Berger Engineers, NJ)
Lou Berger hired Dan to start up an architecture team
for the Berger engineering office in Dacca, East Pakistan.
He was more like a father to Dan and me than a boss in
the way he communicated with us and took care of our
needs. He had an uncanny ability to spot the talented
individuals such as Dan, Bob Boughey, Bob Mayers and
John Schiff, who had the resourcefulness and sense of
humor needed to face the challenges of life in Dacca.
DR. BASSETT
Dr. Bassett was an old time doctor who had been
practicing in Dacca since the time of the British. He was
the doctor foreigners relied on most for their medical
concerns.
RITA BOUCHER (Music school in Barisal)
Rita founded the Oriental School of Indian Music in Barisal, a six-week program which I attended in the winter
of 1966-67. She held a masters degree from India in
sitar playing and Indian classical music. I must have
been the first American to attend who was not a nun or
someone affiliated with the church.
BOB & FARIDA BOUGHEY (Berger Office)
Bob Boughey was among the architects that Lou Berger
hired to replace Dan, when Dan left to teach at EPUET.
Bob oversaw the completion of Dan’s final project, the
Kamalapur Railway station. While keeping Dan’s original concept for an open-air station, Bob transformed
the shape of the ceiling vaults to the pointed arches,
which have become the symbol of the station now. Bob
met his wife, Farida Masjid, a daughter of a prominent
Dacca family as well as a model and later a poet. Dan
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and I were in touch with her later when we all lived in
New York. In 1971, she was one of the more influential
lobbyists in Washington DC to raise awareness about
the Bangladesh War of Liberation.
JOHN COPLAND (UN WHO)
“Jock” worked for the UN World Health Organization
on their malaria eradication effort. Jock was a star
member of the Dunham social circle, contributing his
wit and charm at many of our Dunham occasions. He
entertained us with Noel Coward songs and his humor
satirizing Dacca life and the Bengali English of the local
newspapers. He conscripted me to play the piano for
his production of Kurt Weil’s “Down in the Valley” which
he directed. He was a regular on our “Forgotten Ruins”
expeditions and we missed him when he left Dacca, but
have stayed in touch with him ever since.
MARY KAYE DONALDSON (Fulbright scholar)
“Kaye” became a close friend ever since Dan recruited
her to teach South Asian art history at EPUET. She was
an art historian and had originally come to Dacca on a
Fulbright grant to study and teach at the Institute of Art.
She turned out to be a captivating lecturer. She often
came to listen to and sketch our musical soirées. Her
sketches have preserved well for me the memory of
those gatherings.
ESTHER COCHRANE DUNHAM (Dan’s mother)
“Mother D,” Dan’s mother, was widowed and retired in
Tampa when she came to visit us in Dacca twice. In her
past she had been a Latin teacher and had founded one
the first summer camps for girls in the Midwest. She
was a dominant influence in Dan’s life for her resilience
and resourcefulness in raising Dan and his sister, Dayle,
through the difficult times of the 1930s depression
years. At almost 80, she showed remarkable endurance
when she dealt with a cyclone on her first visit to us and
a war evacuation on her second.
MARY FLORENCE EMERSON (“Emmy”)
Emmy was the British lady whom my father hired to
help take care of our family after my mother died when
I was twelve. She was a “Norland Nurse,” professionally
trained to take care of children at the prestigious Norland Institute in London. She came to us after working
for the Whites, family friends of ours from Long Island.
She had a clear no nonsense, strict, “keep an upper-lip”
approach to raising me. I learned from her the importance of charity, honesty and frugality as well as a love
of history. Coincidentally, Emmy was born in Calcutta
and shared memories with me of her childhood there
long before I moved to that part of the world with Dan.
When Emmy came to visit us in Dacca in the winter of

* For associated photos, see the volume I, Prologue, Cast of Characters

1963-64 (when I was pregnant with Katherine), I had a
chance to take her to Calcutta and Darjeeling where we
explored the places of her childhood (Chapter 11). She
retired to a cottage in Bildeston, UK, where we often
visited her. She eventually passed away in 1969 (the
same year as my father’s death).
DR. ‘BUCKY’ & JANE GREENOUGH (SEATO Cholera Lab)
“Bucky” and his wife, Jane, played alto and soprano
recorders respectively at our weekly musical soirées.
Sadly, Jane suffered from headaches that took her life.
After she died we no longer wished to play without her.
Bucky was one of the leaders of our group of American
lobbyists in Washington DC in 1971, fighting to support
the Bangladesh liberation movement.
BILL GUTH (Peace Corps – Pak 1)
Bill was a member of the “Pak 1” first contingent of
the US Peace Corps to come to Dacca. Dan and I were
impressed by his intelligence and charm when he
stayed as our guest at Hafiz Villa on one of his Dacca R
& Rs. He was a skilled bricklayer as well as a perceptive
cinematographer. Soon, after he completed his Peace
Corps service, he made a Bengali movie called ”Nodi O
Nari, ” which achieved international acclaim.
BARTH & LEE HEALEY (Catholic Relief Services)
Barth replaced Hugh Murphy at Catholic Relief Services and lived close by to us. Like Hugh before him,
Barth became an integral part of our lives over the two
years when he worked in Dacca. His wife, Lee (whom
we called “Sweetie” because that’s how Bath referred
to her) was a professional reporter and wrote for the
Dacca Daily Star on a regular basis. Dan and I remained
in touch with the Healeys after they left and moved to
Rome and later to New York where Barth worked for the
New York Times.
PAT & RALPH HILL (Dhanmandi friends)
“Are we never to be spared ? !”
Ralph worked for an American engineering office with
contracts to build highways and bridges in East Pakistan.
He moved to Dacca in 1960 with his wife, Pat, and two
sons: Christopher (about 10 years old) and Anthony
(about four years old). With Pat and Dee Rutherford,
the three of us wrote Dacca’s first English guide book
called Living in Dacca. Pat was a reporter specializing in foreign cuisines. She was a talented and witty
writer and I have included numerous excerpts from her
writings about Dacca life here in my memoirs. I have
especially quoted extensively from her text called “In
the Moon-Bazar” (a title I had suggested from Bengali
folk songs, which she liked because it captured the
adventure and mystery as well as the routine aspects of
life in Dacca). After Dacca, the Hills continued to live

and work abroad (in Kuwait, Vietnam and Sierra Leon)
before settling in Salt Lake City, Utah.
MARY ANN HIRSCHORN (SEATO Cholera Lab)
Mary Ann was married to one of the SEATO Cholera
Lab doctors. Mary Ann and I organized our classical
Indian dance classes at the Holy Family Hospital in their
garden. She was evacuated with us (Katherine, Mother
D and me) and many others to Manila during the 1965
‘Indo-Pak’ war.
MARY KEFGEN (Ford Foundation)
Mary was among the Ford Foundation ladies, including
Peggy Azbill and Fran Larkin, who lived at Seagull House
on Dilu Road not far from us. Dan and I spent a lot of
social time with the Ford Foundation ladies. I also had a
chance to travel for a winter vacation to Darjeeling with
Fran and Mary.
GUS & MARIS LANGFORD (Louis Kahn’s firm)
Gus worked along with Roy Vollmer for Louis Kahn as
one of the resident architects supervising the construction of Kahn’s design for the “Second Capital” parliament complex. Gus and Maris were among our close
Dhanmandi group of friends. I became especially close
with Maris after sharing a small apartment with her, her
infant son, my infant daughter and my aged mother-inlaw in Manila when we were all evacuated there during
the 1965 Indo-Pak war. Maris and I stayed in touch ever
since until her death in 2015.
FRAN LARKIN (Ford Foundation)
Fran was among the Ford Foundation ladies, including
Peggy Azbill and Mary Kefgen, who lived at Seagull
House on Dilu Road not far from us. Fran and Mary,
frequently joined us for afternoon cool-downs, dinner
parties and occasional travels. Fran accompanied my
family on our trip with Emmy to Haluaghat as well as a
trip with me and Mary Kefgen to Darjeeling.
JOHN & SHIRLEY LINDENBAUM (SEATO Lab)
John was an American doctor hired to study the causes
of cholera at the SEATO cholera research laboratory in
Dacca. He met his Australian wife, Shirley, in Dacca.
She was there doing anthropological research.
MRS. LOCKE (US Ambassador’s wife)
Mrs. Locke was the wife of the American Ambassador
to Pakistan. I became acquainted with her when I took
her on a rickshaw tour of Old Dhaka (by her request)
during one of her husband’s official visits to Dacca.
MR. & MRS. MATZAKIS (Doxiades office)
The Matzakis were our first foreign neighbor friends on
Siddheswari Road when we moved into Hafiz Villa.
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Mr. Matzakis worked for Doxiades, an internationally
respected Greek planning firm. Mrs. Matzakis was
teaching French at the university. They were Greek
and invited us to dine with their Greek friends in the
jute business who lived in Narayanganj in a 19th century mansion overlooking the Meghna, (probably the
mansion that was filmed in “The River”). Mrs. Matzakis
used to bring ice cubes in a thermos to Dan for his drink
in the late afternoons and she taught our cook how to
make mayonnaise. When the Matzakis left soon after
our arrival we were grateful to inherit some of their
locally made furniture.
BOB & FLO MAYERS (Berger office)
Lou Berger hired Bob Mayers along with his New York
design partner John Schiff to join the Dacca architecture
team when Dan was getting ready to leave to teach at
EPUET. The Mayers found a second floor apartment
overlooking a tank not far from us and stayed for
two years. To this day, John and Bob keep the Dacca
memories alive with their humorous stories. Bob has
recorded many of these stories in his own memoirs
from which I have included numerous excerpts in my
memoirs here.
MURRAY & SYLVIA MILNER (Church World Service)
Murray worked in administration for Church World
Service alleviating poor dietary and water conditions in
the countryside. Sylvia was musical and taught music
classes at the American school, played the organ at
St. Thomas Church and sang the heroine’s role in Jock
Copland’s production of “Down in the Valley.” They had
their infant daughter with them and a second daughter
was born in Dacca. The Murray’s lived on Dilu Road
and were among our group of neighborhood friends.
After returning to America, Murray gained a doctoral
degree in Sociology. He teaches at the University of
Virginia and has authored a number of books.
GAIL MINAULT (USIS officer)
Gail was a young information officer working at the
United States Information Services. She was a student
of Urdu and played her Calcutta rented cello in our
weekly soirées musicales. Gail and I became friends
when she joined us for several of Dan’s field trips for
his architecture students. Since living in Dacca she has
written a number of books including: Secluded Scholars: Women’s Education and Muslim Social Reform in
Colonial India.
MOTSUDI (Berger Office)
Another Berger office member who was most helpful
to Dan was Motsudi. He spent his childhood in Pondicheri where he became fluent in French. Perhaps it
was Motsudi who inspired Rob Golam to learn French.
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Motsudi could write fluently in three languages and
was invaluable in running the Berger office. During our
second year in Dacca, he left the office to return to India
and we never saw him again.
HUGH MURPHY (Catholic Relief Services)
Hugh Murphy replaced Mabel Shannon at Catholic
Relief Services and as our close neighbor until Barth
Healey took his place. Hugh was part of our late afternoon gatherings at Hafiz Villa and Seagull House. He
participated in our escapades, including building the
howdah for Dan’s birthday elephant. One time, when
we returned to Dacca from America, he surprised us
with a bus to greet us at the airport and take us home.
After Hugh left Dacca he was married to Joanna and
went on to join the rice research program in the Philippines.
DAVID OWEN
We never knew David Owen but we were aware of his
article criticizing the conditions in Dacca at the time we
moved there. In the article he condemned the East Pakistan economy as a hopeless case, which stirred resentment among Bengalis and distress among foreigners
who felt that the picture he painted was unnecessarily
gloomy. Coincidentally he lived on Siddheshwari Road,
but we never crossed paths with him before he left.
CHARLES G. RAPHAEL (My father)
Charles Raphael, my father, was Greek. He had immigrated to New York as a young teenager from a Greek
village of olive and indigo farmers in Anatolia,Turkey,
called Yayakoi. He eventually made his way to Harvard
and graduated as a lawyer specializing in international
issues. In addition to running his own firm in New York,
my father worked a year for UN Relief & Rehabilitation
Administration (UNRRA) on war relief efforts in Greece,
was the lawyer for the New York Greek Orthodox church
and was a member of the ecumenical movement of the
World Church Services. He served on the International
Commission of Jurists, which brought him to India on
occasion for meetings that he combined with visits to us
in Dacca.
MAURICE & DANIELLE ROUCH (Alliance Francaise)
Maurice was a French professor who was hired with
his wife Danielle by the French government to start an
Alliance Française in Dacca in 1961. They had two sons:
Pascal, about 4 years old, and Laurent, who was born
in Dacca. I became close with the Rouchs ever since I
helped them find their Dhanmandi building to accommodate the Alliance Française as well as an apartment
for their family.

PAUL & SHEROO RUSBY (CARE)
Paul worked for CARE. His wife, Sheroo, was Parsi and
came from Bombay. Paul and Sheroo had a son and
a daughter both born in Dacca. I became close with
Sheroo when she helped with the guide book project,
Living in Dacca, which I wrote with Pat Hill and Dee
Rutherford.
SCOTT & DOROTHY (“DEE”) RUTHERFORD (CARE)
Scott worked for CARE. Scott and Dee had three
children: two boys John and James (age seven and five)
when they came, and a daughter, Ann, born in Dacca
(Katherine’s age). They stayed in Dacca six years. She
was one of the three authors along with Pat Hill and
myself who wrote the Living in Dacca guide book. Dee
later became an anthropologist specializing in the life of
Bengali immigrants to the USA.
JOHN & ALISON SCHIFF
John was hired along with Bob Mayers by Lou Berger
to replace Dan in the Berger Dacca office when Dan left
the firm to teach at EPUET. The Schiffs, like the Mayers,
lived in our Siddheswari Road neighborhood and we
met them frequently. To this day, John and Bob keep
the Dacca memories alive with their humorous stories.
MABEL SHANNON (Catholic Relief Services)
Mabel Shannon was our close neighbor when we first
moved into Hafiz Villa. She worked for Catholic Relief
Services and rode a bicycle although she was of retirement age and a woman. Other than myself, she was
the only other American female seen bicycling around
Dacca. She was a passionate gardener and accompanied Dan on his forays in search of outdoor and indoor
plants for our house.
BOB TERRY (Peace Corps, Pak 1)
Bob was the head of the Dacca Peace Corps contingency. He was among our group of American lobbyists
in Washington DC in 1971 when we were fighting to
support the Bangladesh liberation movement.
ROY & CAROLINE VOLLMER (Louis Kahn’s firm)
Roy worked for Louis Khan on the “Second Capital”
project along with Gus Langford. The Vollmers lived
near Tejgaon, north of Mogh Bazar. They joined whole
heartedly in our various escapades including providing
a party lunch for an all-day birthday celebration for me
during our second year and the “Elephant “ party for
Dan’s birthday (Roy could do an excellent imitation of
the trumpeting of an elephant).

DICK & ANN WERKHEISER
Dick was the priest at St. Thomas Church in the Old City.
He came to Dacca, with his wife, Ann, an art historian,
the same year we did. Dan recruited Ann to teach art
history as part of the EPUET architecture curriculum.
With Ann, I co-created some lectures to introduce
the students to Western art and music for which we
coordinated slides, music and our outfits (sewn by
Shona Miah). Ann accompanied us for a number of our
“Forgotten Ruins” excursions and shared in the angst
with me about giving so much of our treasures to the
Dacca Museum.
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BENGALI
FRIENDS & ACQUAINTANCES *
ALAUDDIN (Rickshaw artist)
Alaudin, sometime called “Naz,” was a talented rickshaw artist, painting colorful scenes for display on the
backs of rickshaws. He worked in the depths of the Old
City, in a ground floor room, which was lit by the light
from the lane through his open door. His skill at colorful
detail was worthy of the Mughal illustrators. I’m sure I
was the first foreigner to commission him to paint rickshaw style art panels us showing our life in Dacca.
SHAHEEN BAHAR CHOWDHURY (EPUET student)
Shaheen, known as Dolly, was one of the first three
women students in East Pakistan to enroll in the EPUET
architecture program that Dan helped start with the
Texas A&M teachers. I became friends with Dolly and
her family, especially Dolly, her mother, and her sister,
Selina (see Selina Chowdhurry). Dolly eventually moved
to London and we continue to stay in touch.
SELINA BAHAR CHOWDHURY
I met Selina when I attended classes at BAFA. She was
related to the director, Nurul Huda, and was working
as his secretary. Selina became my first close Bengali
friend and we stayed in touch until her premature death
in the 1990s. She belonged to the prestigious Bahar
family. Her parents played a part in Bengali history.
Her father was a famous poet and teacher in Calcutta
who had supported the self-rule movement and anti-partition struggle of the 1940s. Selina’s mother had
worked in the 1930s in Calcutta with Rokeya, the first
Indian feminist who was active in promoting women’s
education and right to vote. Selina, herself, was highly
educated, taught mathematics at Dacca College and
was the author of many children’s books. Selina and
her family lived in Shantinagar, which was next to the
open market east of us, only ten minutes away by
bicycle. Thus I became friends with her entire family,
her mother, brother and two sisters. As it turned out,
her sister, Dolly (Shaheen Chowdhury), was one Dan’s
first students (see Dolly Chowdhurry). Selina became
friends with Emmy and visited her in Bildeston, UK in
the late 1960s. I have stayed in touch with her sister,
Dolly living in London and her brother, Iqbal, who runs
“Voice of Bangladesh” in Washington DC.
RUPLAL DURIA (“Our gang,” driver)
Dan chose Ruplal out of the US Consulate Driver pool
to be his ‘personal’ driver when he was hired by USAID
to join the Texas A&M teachers to start the architecture
school at EPUET. Dan was impressed by Ruplal because
he spoke English well and was a good driver. We grew
so fond of Ruplal that we were able to eventually bring
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him to the US where he worked for my father. After we
moved back ourselves, we helped Ruplal’s wife and four
children to immigrate to New York. We found an apartment for them near to us and spent so much time with
them that their family became an extension of ours.
PHILLIP GOMEZ (“Our gang,” cook at Hafiz Villa)
Phillip, whom we called “Cook,” as was the custom, was
the first member of “our gang” at Hafiz Villa. He helped
us hire the rest of our household staff, all of whom
came from his Christian village, Hosnabad. He was
literate in Bengali and knew some English from his work
with another foreign family before us.
THERESA GOMEZ (“Our gang,” ayah at Hafiz Villa)
Theresa was hired to be Katherine’s ayah. She was the
Cook’s niece and came to us with no previous contact
with foreigners other than with Christian missionaries in
Hosnabad where she came from. She was capable and
reliable and Katherine seemed happy with her.
NURUL HUDA (Director of BAFA)
I met Huda, head of the BulbuI Academy of Fine Arts
(BAFA), when I was introduced to him through Professor
Ahmed Sharif, my first Bengali teacher. Huda arranged
for me and two other foreign women to take dance
lessons at the Academy. Huda was a public figure with
a reputation as a freedom fighter during the Indian
struggle for independence and he was one of those
patriots who had been jailed in Dacca central jail for an
extended stay (albeit in first class).
JASIMUDDIN (Poet laureate)
I met Jasimuddin when he learned that I had a harpsichord and could play piano. He recruited me to transcribe into western notation the Jarigan music he was
documenting. The many hours I worked for him paid off
because I later focused on this topic for my Masters degree at Columbia University and wrote a book about it.
GOLAM ROB KHAN (Berger Office)
Rob, as we all knew him, was an outstanding Bengali.
He came from a middle class family and only had a “matric pass” education. I don’t know how he was hired
to work in the Berger office, but he was a resourceful
person who seemed to have been there since the beginning and was especially helpful to Dan in setting up the
architectural studio in the first months. Shortly after
Dan joined the office, Rob started to attend a class at
the Alliance Française in his free time, and soon after
he was practicing with me the phrases he had learned.
By the time we left Dacca in 1967, he was proficient
enough to gain an office job at the French consulate
and later at the French bank in Motijheel. Whenever he
wrote to me, his letters were in French.

* For associated photos, see the volume I, Prologue, Cast of Characters

ABDUL MASJID (“Our gang,” gardener at Hafiz Villa)
Abdul, whom we called “Mali”(the Bengali word for gardener), was our gardener and general all around extra
help. He came from Hosnabad, the same farming and
fishing community as the rest of “our gang”. He came
to us with no previous experience with foreigners. He
was a cheerful, knowledgeable and able gardener, but
he never quite understood Dan’s desire for “decorative”
plantings.
SHONA MIAH (Our tailor)
“Ami Jani na”
Shona Miah was everyone’s favorite tailor. He was so
thin that we described him as “The man who could run
between raindrops”. When he came to work, he would
spread a spotless white sheet on the veranda floor and
perform a prayer before he set to work on his sewing
machine. Over the years, relying on Shona Miah’s
talents, Dan designed a number of haute couture outfits
for me to wear at formal receptions and parties.
MOHAN SHIDDHA (“Our gang,” sweeper at Hafiz Villa)
Mohan was our sweeper-cum–second bearer. Like the
rest of “our gang,” he came from Hosnabad and like
Mali came to us with no previous contact with foreigners or the English language. We liked his responsiveness and winning smile.
CHIEF JUSTICE MURSHED
When my father was visiting us in Dacca, he made the
acquaintance of Chief Justice Murshed. I don’t know
how he met with him, but perhaps it was through
the International Commission of Jurists, to which my
father belonged. My father helped the Justice with the
resolution of some shipment issue in Chittagong. Later,
Jusice Murshed had a chance to return the favor when
he helped expedite our applications for Ruplal’s papers
to come to New York with us to work for my father.
MAKBUL RAHMAN (Berger office)
Makbul was a co-partner along with Asanullah Sheikh
of the Berger Engineers Office in Dacca. Although he
was disappointed that Dan and I did not choose to live
in Dhanmandi, where he lived with his wife and young
son, he welcomed us cordially and was tolerant of our
more Bohemian lifestyle choices.
ABUL SAADUDDIN (Scholar/Ethnomusicologist)
I met “Saad” during the last six months of our stay in
Dacca. I don’t remember how I had the good fortune
to meet this talented self-taught ethnomusicologist,
who had made tape recordings of Bengali folk music
and had studied the Tagore melodies. I remember
listening to his little cassette player and going over my
Jarigan notations with him. He gained a scholarship to

study in California, where he received a PhD, but took
ill and died shortly after. I still have the books of Tagore
music and LP recordings that he gave me. In 1992-1993,
when I was back in Dhaka with my daughter we had a
chance to meet Saad’s brother and family.
PROFESSOR SHAHIDULLAH (Scholar/Linguist)
Professor Shahidullah was a linguist and was the first
South Asian to study at the Sorbonne. I became acquainted with him when he attended academic gatherings in Dacca such as at the Alliance
PROFESSOR AHMED SHARIF (Dacca University)
Professor Sharif was an honored professor, Chairman of
the Bengali Department of Dacca University, and author
of many books and articles. He had a robust sense of
humor, including about the Sharif (nobleman) in his
name. During our early weeks at the Shahbagh Hotel
he came regularly to help me with learning Bengali. He
introduced me to his relatives, Nurul Huda and Selina
Chowdhury, who ran the Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts
(BAFA).
ASANULLAH SHEIKH (Berger office)
Asanullah Sheikh was a co-partner along with Makbul
Rahman of the Berger Engineers Office in Dacca. When
we first knew him, he and his wife lived in the Old City.
They invited us to dinner where we enjoyed our first
Bengali home style meal. It may have been thanks to
the Sheikhs that Dan found the glassware factory near
their home in the Old City. Later Sheikh designed a
new home for his family on Eskaton Road.
ABDUL WOHAB (“Our gang,” bearer at Hafiz Villa)
Wohab was our chief “bearer” and was from the same
village, Hosnabad, as the rest of “our gang.” He was partially literate in Bengali, and had no English learning. He
was bright and resourceful. He was married with two or
three children, one of which survived cholera thanks to
a valiant effort by Dan and a SEATO Cholera lab doctor.
SHAH ALAM ZAHIRUDDIN
We got to know Zahiruddin when Dan first helped
him apply for a Fulbright grant to study architecture in
Florida where he went for four years. On his return to
Dacca, he taught at EPUET and soon rose to head of
the Architecture faculty. After we left, he became the
Chief Government Architect for Bangladesh. We have
remained close friends with him to this day – and have
had opportunities to see his family both in Dhaka and in
the USA.
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GLOSSARY

HOW TO PRONOUNCE THE TRANSLITERATION
OF BENGALI WORDS
From our first days I felt attracted to the Bengali language, although I had never heard it before.
It sounded somewhat like Latin as spoken by Italians and the script contained an abundance of
elegant curves. When I found out how methodically the alphabet was organized, I was eager to
learn it.
While learning the alphabet, I did what others have done, which is to sound out the Bengali shop
names as I passed by them. Sometimes the signs told me the shop owner’s name or what the
shop offered for sale. It was fun to discover that the Bengali word on a sign was a transliteration
of an English word; for example : “PENCILS” or “SOAP.”

A ROUGH GUIDE TO PRONOUNCING THE BENGALI
WORDS IN THIS GLOSSARY
VOWELS: /a/, /e/, and /i/ sound like they do in “America”: ah – meh- rih – kah. The vowel /o/
sounds like the
/o/ in “go” and the vowel /u/ sounds like the /u/ in “blue”. I have omitted indicating
nasalization of vowels when this occurs.
CONSONANTS: I have not indicated the breath sound that accompanies some of the Bengali
consonants, nor the retroflexive quality of some consonants.
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GLOSSARY

accha (ah-chah) : Right! Yes! Agreed!

dhuri (dori) (dhoo-ree) : strand, rope

lila (lee-lah) : play, games, sports , etc.

por (pohr) : after ; afterwards

ache (ah-chay) : is , are , there is, there are

dhurji (dorji) (dhoo-rji): tailor

pore (poh-reh) : in later time, afterwards

am (ah-m) : mango

dighi (dih-ghih) : “tank”, man -made pond ,

lungi ( lu-ng-i) : a cotton cloth worn sarong-like by
men for informal comfort

age (ah-geh) : before

usually rectangular

amader (ah-mah-der) : our

din (din) : day

amar (ah-mah-r) : my

dokan (doh-kah-n) : shop, store

badam (bah-dahm) : nuts

dotara (doh-tah-rah) : a folk two-stringed banjo

bagh (bah-gh): garden

dudh (dhoo-d : milk

Bangla (bah-nglah) : Bengali

dur (doo-r) : far

bari (bah-ree) : house , home ; i.e. permanent
home as distinguished from a rented or other
temporary home (bhasha )

gach (ghah-ch) : tree

barite ( bah-ree-tay) : at home
baro (bah-roh) : twelve
basha (bah-shah) : temporary dwelling (e.g.,
rented dwelling
baul (bah-ool) : name of a class of minstrels who
sing songs about mystical experience

gaon (gah-ohn ) : village
gamcha (gah-m-chah) : colorful multi-purpose cotton
cloth ca. 20” X 40“
gan (gahn ) : song ; music
ghora (ghoh – rah) : room
girja (gi-r-jah) : church
godown (goh-da-un) : storage room

bazar (bah-zah-r) : market

ghor (ghor ) : room, house

beli ful (beh-li fool) : jasmin flower

goonda (gun-dah) : criminal, mobster, dacoit

beshi (besh-ee) : more

gram (grahm ) : village

bhalo (bhah-lo) : good, well

gur (gur) : “brown” sugar

bhasha (bah-shah) : lodging, abode in a temporary
sense versus home which is more permanent

id (eid) : Muslim holiday

bhasha (bah-shah) : language ; dialect ; discourse
Bougainvillea (boo-gan-vee-lay-ah): type of flowering
vine popular for decorating entranceways and
verandahs in Dacca and named after Antoine
de Bougainville who sailed around the world
in 1667.
boro (bo-ro) : big, large
bromo (bro-mo ) : journey, travel
cha (chah) : tea
chakri ( chah-kree ) : work , labor
chand (chah-nd) : moon
chini (chee-nee) : sugar
cina ( chee – nah) : China / Chinese
cingri mach (cheeng-ree mah-ch) : shrimp- fish
citra ( cheet-rah) : painting, art
dacoit ( dah-koh-eet ) : gangster
desh (desh) : country ; homeland
dhan (dhah-n) : paddy

jari (jah-ree ) : lamentation
jama (jah-mah) : clothing
jatra (jah-trah) : journey ; itinerant theatrical
performances
jhil (jhi-l) : pond

mach ( mah-ch) : fish
maidan ( mah-ih-dahn) : an open space in a town
or city for public use
mali ( mah-lih) : gardener
mandir ( mun - dhi-hr) : temple
mara – mari (mah-rah - mah - rih ) : fighting; strife
mash (mah-sh ) : month
mashjid ( mah-sh-jihd ) : mosque
mati (mah-tee) : earth, clay
memsah’b* ( mem - shah-b ) : Mrs. or Miss
mistri (mih-strih) : craftsman (cf. maestro )
monsoon (mah-n-suh-n) : season, the rainy season
murgi ( muh-r-gih) : chicken
moti (moh- tih) : pearl

pukur (puh-kuh-r) : small pond
pul (puhl ) : bridge
pur (poo-r) : town, as in Dinajpur
raj (rahj) : rule
raga (rah-gah) : mode in classical Indian music; the
classical form of Indian music
ranga (rahng -ah) : red ; color
rasta (rah-stah) : road, roadway , path
rickshaw / rickshah : a transportation tricycle, from
the Japanese word, meaning human-poweredvehicle
rikshawala (reek-shah-ah-lah) rickshaw operator
sah’b* (sah-b ) : Saheb , master, mister
sari (sah-rih ) : cloth about 6 yards long for dressing
a woman
sarod ( sah-roh-d) : stringed instrument used in
Indian classical music

muri -(muh-rih) : rice
murti (muh - r-tih) : a solid representation such as
a statue
mynah (mah-i-nah) : a bird popular as a pet in
Bengal because it could “parrot” human
speech almost as well as a parrot.
na (nah) - not
nach (nah-ch) : dance or dance performance
nagar (nah-gor / naw-gor ) : village , town
nawab (nah – wah-b) : feudal royal person ; a lord
of a district, etc.

shanti (shah-n-tih) : peace ; peaceful
shap (shahp) : snake
sher (sheh-r): a weight equivalent to about two
pounds or one kilo.
shilpo (sheel-poh) : arts; crafts
shilpi (sheel-pee) : arts
shomoy (shoh-moy) : time
shona (soh-nah) / shona (shoh-nah) : gold.; golden
shorjo (shuh-r-jo ) : sun

Jinish (jih-nih-sh) : thing; things

nim (neem): eucalyptus tree, especially handsome
along Ramna roadways in Dacca

sitar (sih-tahr) : a stringed instrument used in
classical Indian music.

kacha (kah-chah ) : raw, temporary, cheaply made,

nimontron (nee-mohn-trohn) : invitation

kaj (kah-j) : work

nodi ( noh-dih ) : river

tabla (tah-blah) : the pair of drums played by the
hands in Indian music

kak (kah-k) : crow

noshto (noh-shtoh) : impure, rotten, bad

kath (kah-t) : wood

onek (aw-nek ) : many

khela (kheh-lah) : play , games , sport

oshuk (aw-shoo-k) : without ease; discomfort;
disease

khoja (khoh-jah): look for
khub (khu-b) : very
ki (ki-h) : what
kokil (koh-keel ) : a kind of bird
kola (koh-lah) : banana (s )
korbo (koh-r-boh) : do ; make

pa (pah) : foot
pakah (pah-khah) : ripe, solid, good quality
par (pahr) : shore , bank (of a body of water)
parda (pahr-dah) : curtain , garment covering
women , custom of concealing women

tali ( tah-lih) : rhythmic beat
Thakur (tah-kur) : title of respect; cf. : Rabindranath
Tagore
Thana (tah-nah) : District
that (tah-t) : short songs that help to learn the
characteristic mode and motifs of a raga
thik (teek) : correct ; right ; properly done
tik-tiki (teek-teekee) : gecko
Vanga (vah-ng-ha) : ancient name for Bengal
Zindabad (zih-dah-bahd) : long live !

* This Bengali wording is from our personal family patois
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“ … forsan et haec olim memenisse iuvabit … ”
“ ... perhaps someday even these things will be fun to remember ...”
[Virgil, I, line 203]

